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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
This investigation was carried out to determine the effect of a 
controlled periodicity instability on the Just Noticeable Difference 
(JND) in interaural time of arrival for pulse train stimuli. This 
JND shall be called AT. The variable of pnysical interaural time- 
of-arrival difference shall be known as At, The temporal instabil­
ity or external jitter will be referred to as Jg, calibrated in 
rms microseconds (i^ sec.).
By observing the magnitude of J necessary to increase the AT, 
one may derive an estimate of the internal instability or internal 
noise, which may place a lower limit on AT. This hypothetical 
construct, internal noise, also reported in rms ysec., is called 
J^y. It is proposed here that the magnitude of J^y systematically 
increases with decreasing intensity of stimulation.
The study is reported in two parts. The first presents AT 
psychometric functions obtained at three Sensation Levels (SL's) 
using temporally stable pulse train stimuli. Part II reports the 
effects of Je on these functions. A statistically based model is 
proposed to explain the results.
REVIEW OF THE RELEVANT LITERATURE:
One of the earliest formal studies of auditory localization was 
that of E, H. Weber in 1846 (Boring, 1942}. The role of Interaural
time-of-arrival difference as a primary localization cue was not 
fully recognized until the work of von Hornbostel and Wertheimer 
(1920). They sought to reduce the then prevailing "phase theory" 
of pure tone localization to a common "time theory" (Boring, 1942).
In order to investigate adequately the role of the isolated At 
cue, impulsive stimuli have always been preferred because of the 
lack of ambiguity in identifying the transient stimulus onset. The
first published research on this topic, making effective use of
electronic instrumentation capable of generating impulsive stimuli 
with inter- and intrachannel accuracy in the microsecond range, was 
by Wallach, Newman, and Rosensweig (1949). Until the present only 
that study and two others using pulse or click stimuli have pub­
lished AT data in the form of psychometric functions. The first, as 
stated, was by Wallach et al. (1949). The others were by Klumpp and 
Eady (1956) and Hall (1964). Of all of these, only Hall reports the
effects of SL on the AT psychometric function.
The results of these studies (Wallach et al., 1949; Klumpp et 
al., 1956; Hall, 1964) are reproduced in Figs, 1.1 and 1.2. In 
each of these studies, the stimulus was a single pair of dlchotic 
clicks. Klumpp et al. (1956) also presented subjects with a two- 
second burst of 15 pulses per second (pps), reporting an average AT 
of 11 psec. for 13 subjects. Pulse trains have been used as At 
stimuli in a number of published psychophysical investigations
Figure 1.1a
AT data of Wallach, Newman and Rosenzwelg (1949). Ability of two 
subjects to distinguish "right" from " left". Ordinate is percent­
age of reports "left". A single pair, each, of reference and test 
clicks were presented. The abclssa is At. Each point represents 40 
observations.
Figure 1.1b
AT data of Klumpp and Eady (1956). Percent Correct detection as a 
function of At. There were 10 listeners per function, 120 observa­
tions per point, per listener for click pairs; 9 listeners per func­
tion, 80 judgements per point, per listener for pure tones and noise.
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Figure 1.2
AT data of Hall (1964). Percent Correct detection as a function of 
overall intensity, three subjects. The parameter of each curve is 
At. Each point is based on a minimum of 120 judgements. Arrows in­
dicate approximate dB values of monaural threshold for each subject.
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(Bekesy, 1930} Christman et al., 1955; David et al., 1958, 1959; 
Guttman et al., 1960; Mickunas, 1963). In each of them, however, 
data are presented in the form of psychophysical functions with 
parameters more complex than the simple pulse train AT psychometric 
function.
For example, Bekesy (1930; see also 1960) and Mickunas (1963) 
investigated perceived displacement of fused dichotic pulse train 
images as a function of At. Christman et al. (1955) and David et 
al. (1958, 1959) reported the magnitude of unilateral deciBel shift 
necessary to offset the subjective displacement effect of a given 
At as a function of pulse train SL. Guttman (1960) reported the 
effects of Sensation Level and pulse repetition frequency (prf) 
on the perceived fusion of two successive clicks in one ear with 
a single, interposed, At click presented to the contralateral 
ear (Fig. 9.3a).
Only Klumpp et al. (1956) used pulse train stimuli solely to 
obtain AT, They reported AT in psychometric function form using 
single click pairs, 1-kHz tones, and narrow band noise stimuli 
(Fig. 1.1b). Klumpp et al. (1956), however, cited only the average 
AT value of 11 |jsec. for the single SL pulse train stimulus 
described above. There appears to be no information concerning 
the form of the psychometric function for the pulse train AT 
and the effect of SL on it.
PULSE TRAIN AT; MULTIPLE OBSERVATIONS:
A general review of the literature reveals typical estimates of 
the AT for single click pair stimuli within the range of 20 to 40 
(isec. However, smaller values of AT have been obtained for:
(a) pulse train stimuli, viz., 11 (jsec. (Klumpp et al., 1956) and 19 
Msec. (Bekesy, 1930); (b) pure tone bursts, viz., 11 Msec. at 1 kHz 
(Klumpp et al,, 1956; Zwislocki et al., 1956); and (c) noise bursts, 
viz., 5.5 (isec. for a burst of 5 kHz low pass filtered white noise 
of duration longer than 700 milliseconds (msec.) (Zerlin, 1959).
The pure tone and noise bursts may be operationally considered as 
multiply-presented stimuli. The former may be viewed as a succes­
sion of sinusoidal cycles, the latter as a train of amplitude peaks 
randomly spaced in time.
This improvement of AT with multiple stimulus presentations is 
not Inconsistent with statistical theory which states that the mean 
of a population is estimated with a precision that increases as the 
square root of the number of observations in the sample. Green and
Swets (1966, Chapter 9) derive an integration model of detection
%
theory which predicts that d1' will increase as N where N is the 
number of observations. They demonstrate multiple observation data, 
including Swets et al. (1959), to support this model.
As variables which may directly affect AT, neither variation in 
prf for a constant stimulus duration nor varied duration of stimulus
for a constant prf have been investigated. In this regard the 
findings of Guttman et al. (1960) are relevant. At three Sensation 
Levels, 10, 20, and 40 dB, permuted with four prf's, 8 , 20, 50 and 
125 pps, they determined "the minimum interval at which two monaural 
clicks can be resolved" in fusion with a single click delivered to 
the contralateral ear. Their JND's, ranging from 3 msec, through 6 
msec., decrease at a slightly slower rate than predicted from an 
application of the N model (Fig. 9.3a). This approximation may be 
considered close when one notes that the observation interval dura­
tion, called Xfc in the present study, was under control of the 
listener. Harmon et al. (1963) presented an electronic neural 
model specifically in terms of these (Guttman et al., 1960) data.
In describing the effect of N on the model's output, Hannon et al. 
(1966) state:
"...as stimulus repetition rate was increased by a 
factor of 16, the minimum detectable interval between 
two input pulses diminished by a factor of two,"
— %The concept of At detectability proportional to N is modified
in a model, outlined in Chapter V, derived from the results of the
present study. In this model At detectability is proportional to
N The construct N. represents the average number of stimulie e
used by the subject in arriving at a decision on each trial. The 
ratio (Ne/N)^ is defined in the model as the construct E, the human
observer's efficiency relative to that of the Ideal Statistical 
Observer, Specific predictions of the present model are applied, 
in Chapter IX, to the pure tone interaural phase difference (A0)
JND data of Zwislocki et al. (1956) and Klumpp et al. (1956) as 
well as the noise burst ongoing interaural At JND data of Zerlin 
(1959). It may be shown that, in the general case, AT is inversely 
proportional to E(N^).
PULSE TRAIN AT: PSYCHOMETRIC FUNCTIONS AND SENSATION LEVEL:
Of those studies concerned with the AT for click stimuli, only 
the investigations of Wallach et al, (1949), Klumpp et al. (1956), 
and Hall (1964) present data which may be cast in psychometrlc- 
function form. Furthermore, only Hall (1964) presents a family of 
psychometric functions whose parameter is SL. These data are 
reproduced, as published, in Figs. 1.1 and 1.2. The data of 
Wallach et al. (1949) and Hall (1964) are also graphically re­
constructed in Chapter IV. The X/Y coordinates (Figs. 4.7 and 4.8) 
represent At in psec. and Percent Correct, respectively^
The form of each function may be described as negatively accel­
erated, sloping upwards from the 50%-chance detectability level, for 
a At of 0, to asymptote. The replotted data of Hall (1964) (Fig. 
4.8) demonstrate a decrease in declivity of each function and a con­
comitant increase in the AT derived therefrom, with decreasing SL.
The effect of SL on the pulse train AT may be indirectly 
ascertained in a number of related studies. For example, the 
trading relationship between interaural time difference and inter­
aural intensity difference has been reported to depend upon overall 
intensity of the dichotic stimuli (David et al., 1958, 1959;
Deatherage et al., 1959). As SL Increases, the trading ratio,
of At in i^sec, to Ai in dB, decreases systematically. Deatherage 
et al. (1959), using low pass filtered click pairs, found low 
intensity (15 dB SL) values on the order of 120 |jsec./dB. At 40
dB higher (55 dB SL), the value had dropped to about 20 ;isec./dB.
Trading ratios on the same order of magnitude were reported for 
pulse train stimuli by David et al. (1958, 1959). That is, At 
discrimination tends to become poorer at lower SL*s.
Mickunas (1963) used electronically controlled pulse train 
stimuli, replicating Bekesy*s 1930 "brass tube" measurements of 
auditory laterality as a function of interaural time-of-arrival 
difference. Mickunas (1963) had listeners match apparent position 
of an air puff in relation to the forehead with perceived position 
of the sound image produced by the pulse train. He found, as did 
Bekesy (1930), that apparent laterality of the image varies linearly 
with At. Tncorporating into his study the additional variable of 
Sensation Level, Mickunas (1963) reported the slope of his perceived 
displacement function, obtained from a given listener, to be
independent of Sensation Level at either 30 dB or 60 dB SL.
However, considering the findings of Deatherage et al. (1959), David 
et al. (1958, 1959), Zwislocki et al. (1956), and Zerlln (1959), it
is clear that both Mickunas’ (1963) SL’s were at the asymptote of
the function relating AT to SL.
Two studies reporting the effect of Sensation Level on AT for 
pure tone and noise stimuli are particularly relevant. Zwislocki 
et al. (1956) reported a systematic decrease in the interaural
A0 for pure tone stimuli as a function of increased SL, within
limits (Fig. 9.4b). The dB asymptote for this improvement in 
A0 varies with frequency; viz., through 30 dB SL at 250 Hz, 50 dB 
SL at 500 Hz, and 70 dB SL at 1 kHz. For pure tones, A0 asymptote 
may be more a function of sound pressure level (spl) than SL,
Zerlin (1959) reports a similar decrease in the ongoing interaural 
disparity, AT, for an 800 msec, burst of noise, from 12.5 |jsec. at 
23 dB spl through 5.5 |_isec. at 83 dB spl. Asymptote for each of 
these two studies cited immediately above, where overall intensity 
was a variable, appears to be reached within the range of 30 dB 
through 60 dB SL. This is also the SL range in which the minimum 
JND values for monbtic Af and Ai discrimination have been obtained 
(Harris, 1952, 1963).
It is postulated in this thesis that the systematic increase 
in size of the AT with decreasing SL is attributable to an
increase in the magnitude of internal noise, J^, correlating with 
the intensitive sensitivity of those sensorineural channels serving 
the At stimuli.
INTERNAL NOISE:
The concept of internal noise has had a lengthy history in 
psychophysics. Green (1964) states that internal noise:
"[as a]...random perturbation of the sensory 
processes, was the main impetus toward the 
development of psychophysical methods. Internal 
noise is an inferred quantity, its presence de­
duced from its manifest effects....On an opera­
tional level, internal noise is equivalent to 
the observation that the same physical stimulus 
may elicit different responses. In a sense, 
then, internal noise is the limiting factor in 
a trial-by-trial prediction of the subject's 
response."
Concerning physiological internal noise, manifest as a temporal 
uncertainty in the auditory neural pathways, Pollack (1968b) pre­
sents a comprehensive review of the literature. He states:
"There is an indirect way of estimating the tem­
poral jitter of the auditory system. If we 
impose an external jitter on top of the internal 
system jitter, and if we find no change in sensi­
tivity until we Impose an external jitter greater 
than a critical level, we might have a basis for 
estimating the lower bound of the internal jitter..."
However, he goes on to state that his data, in the form of 
psychophysical functions of JND percent diotic jitter, as a function 
of percent baseline jitter, do not support this theory. As the 
majority of his reported stimulus periods are brief enough to be 
considered within the range of spectral processing within the 
auditory system, as opposed to temporal processing, this approach 
to a quantification of internal noise should not have been discarded 
so easily.
Actually, this method for estimating internal noise, through 
superimposition of external noise on a At detection task, was 
considered by this author as early as 1965 (Grason-Stadler Corpora­
tion, personal correspondence). The initial idea was derived from 
a study of Bekesy (1933; see also 1960) in which he estimated the
physiological decay time of a pure tone stimulus by decreasing the
acoustical decay time until the change was no longer noted.
In his didactic article on psychoacoustics and detection theory, 
Green (1960) suggests that, for the signal-known-exactly observer,
"...one can show how a specific type of internal 
noise can simply be treated as adding noise at 
the input of the detection device. Thus one can
evaluate the psychophysical function and it will
be shifted to the right by some number of deci- 
Bels due to the internal noise."
However, as did Pollack (1968b), Green (1960) rejects this assump­
tion on the basis of psychophysical data presented.
In the same article Green proposes three steps toward the 
ultimate specification of internal noise:
"....If the concept is to have any importance 
it must be made specific. This implies that 
we have to (1) state exactly what this noise 
is, i.e., that we have to characterize it 
mathematically, (2) specify in what way it 
interacts with the detection or discrimina­
tion process, and (3) evaluate specifically 
what effect it will have on performance. 
Unless these steps can be carried out the 
ad hoc nature of the assumption vitiates its 
usefulness."
The two Experiments in this study have been designed with these 
steps in mind.
CHAPTER IX
EXPERIMENT I: INSTRUMENTATION AND CALIBRATION
Pig. 2.1a is a photograph of the instrumentation employed in 
this investigation carried out in the Audiology Research Laboratory, 
Division of Audiology of the Department of Otolaryngology, The Long 
Island College Hospital, Brooklyn, New York. Fig. 2.1b presents 
RELOPS, a custom Relay Logic Programming System for observation 
trial control and response recording. Fig. 2.1c shows the subject 
apparatus contained in the IAC Model 400 sound-isolated test room. 
Typical interior noise levels during a run, measured on a calibrated 
General Radio 1551-B sound pressure level meter, were: 27 dB A; 44
dB B; 59 dB C. A block diagram of the instrumental array used in 
Experiments I and II is illustrated in Fig. 2.2.
RELOPS:
A Relay Logic Programming System, RELOPS, was used to control 
this experiment and provide a permanent record of the raw data.
This system (Fig. 2.1b) was designed, wired, hand-constructed, and 
finished in entirety by the investigator, using only OEM components.
The a priori probability of signal occurrence, P(s), is deter­
mined by 35 mm punched-film, mounted on a Gerbrands three-channel, 
sprocket-feed film advance. The tape programmer control for the 
system was built by the investigator. Six plug-in, 15-second range, 
electro-mechanical timers, controlled the subdivisions of each 
observation trial: REST, READY, LISTEN, RESPOND, REINFORCE. These
intervals were visually delineated for the subject, with optional
I V
Figure 2.1
A. Audiology Research Laboratory; Division of Audiology, Department 
of Otolaryngology, The Long Island College Hospital, Brooklyn,
New York.
B. RELOPS: Relay Logic Programming System for Audiological Research.
C. Subject apparatus contained in soundproof test booth.

Figure 2.2
Block diagram of the stimulus generation and control instrumentation 
employed in Experiments I and II.
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immediate feedback, by means of a subject Interface and subject 
station box (Fig. 2.1c).
The number of practice and data trials was sorted through five 
DPDT bistable relays and a 10x12 level stepping switch. Individual 
responses were automatically segregated into the decision theory 
categories of "Hit", "Miss", "False Alarm", and "Correct Rejection". 
Data were integrated and displayed on a bank of four, four-digit 
electro-mechanical counters. A permanent trial-by-trial record of 
the data was kept through a five-channel, three-digit printout 
counter in the format: N; N/P(s|s); N/P(N|s); N/P(s|n); N/P(N|n).
Twenty-four volt positive DC logic was provided by a voltage- 
regulated power supply.
SYSTEM ARTICULATION AND CALIBRATION:
Durations of the component intervals of each trial (Figs. 3.1; 
3.2) were controlled by the timers in RELOPS. Waveform Generator 1, 
a Tektronix Type 162, provided the basic 50-msec., 20-pps sawtooth 
ramp. This ramp was gated by a 4.00-second DC voltage, timed and 
triggered through DPDT relays in RELOPS. Aided by an idle option 
incorporated into these timers, all outputs were found replicable 
within a range of ± 25 msec, as observed on a Beckman Model 7350-A 
EPUT/Timer with oven-controlled crystal time base. This inaccurary 
could result in a ± 1 pulse count in the A-reference segments (Fig. 
3.1b) of the observation interval. The X segment of the observation 
interval was electronically timed by a Grason-Stadler Model 471 
pulse-synchronized timer, so that exactly 20 pulses were gated on 
every trial.
Waveform Generators 2 and 3 were driven by Waveform Generator 1 
at a 20 pps rate, with ramp durations of 10 and five msec., respec­
tively. Pulse Generator 1, Tektronix Type 161, driven by Waveform 
Generator 2, provided a 100 psec. duration, electrically negative, 
rectangular pulse (Fig. 2.3a, lower trace). This ultimately served 
as the source of acoustic stimulus to the left ear (AS). Pulse 
Generators 2, 3, and 4 were driven by Waveform Generator 3, provid­
ing similar, matched, 100 psec. duration, electrical rectangular 
pulses. Pulse Generator 2 supplied triggering to the electronic 
interval timer, Tektronix 502 mod. dual-beam oscilloscope, and EPUT. 
Pulse Generator 3 provided all S+ stimuli to the right ear (AD) 
during the 1000 msec. X sub-interval of the LISTEN interval (Figs. 
3.1; 3.2). Pulse Generator 4 provided all S- stimuli to AD during 
the 1.50 second A-reference and X-test sub-intervals of the AXA 
observation period. The pulse train period was strictly maintained 
at 50.00 msec., monitored by the EPUT. Calibration of the dichotic 
pulse pair simultaneity during the S- sub-intervals and the At lead 
to AD, was monitored to 10 psec. through the EPUT and to one psec. 
accuracy with the oscilloscope.
Long-term accuracy of periodicity and At were also estimated by 
simulating repeated, alternate 1000 msec, bursts of S+ and S- to a 
100 channel PAR Model TDH-9 Analog Average Response Computer. 
Averaging time and averager storage time constant were 10 minutes 
and 5.0 seconds, respectively. Averaged results indicate a high 
degree of stability. The unfiltered rectangular electrical signals, 
maintaining strict periodicity (Je = 0) with representative At
Figure 2.3
Oscilloscope displays of electrical and acoustical pulse stimuli 
filtered and unfiltered. Time base is 100 jJsec. per horizontal 
division in A and B, 200 vsec, per diyision in C.
ELECTRICAL INPUT, 4 . 8  kH z L P  FILTER ED
ELECTRICAL INPUT, U N F IL tE R E D  1 0 0  USEC.
ACOUSTICAL OUTPUT NBS 9 A COUPLER
ELECTRICAL INPUT, 4 . 8 k H z  L P  FILTERED
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values, are depicted in Fig. 2.4. The total sweep duration is 1 
msec., 10 ysec. per bin.
Stability of the Tektronix signal generators was improved by 
substitution of 10-turn, wire-wound potentiometers for the single­
turn carbon verniers provided by the manufacturer. The subsequently 
determined standard deviation, for 400 randomly sampled interpulse 
Intervals (IPl's), was 3.29 ysec. in the AS channel. This interval 
extended from a common 50 msec, trigger point, commencing run-down 
of all four pulse generators, to the appearance of the AS pulse.
The AS channel (PG 1) was selected for IPI calibration as it had the 
longer duration trigger ramp, 10 msec., and therefore greater poten­
tial for instability. Interchannel instability was estimated to be 
significantly less than three ysec. by observation of both AD and AS 
pulse outputs on the one ysec./cm range of the dual-beam oscillo­
scope. Subsequent experimentation indicated (Chapter VIII) that 
interchannel instability less than 20 ysec. had negligible effect on 
AT.
Two channels of a three-channel punched-film advance in REL0PS 
read the 200-trial loop of tape, punched according to a table of 
random numbers (Rand Corp., 1966), to represent P(s) = P(n) = 0.5.
Six such tapes were fabricated. They could be started at any point 
on the loop. Consequently, some runs of 50 trials contained slightly 
more or less than 25 S+ trials, the balance being made up, on that 
run, by S- trials. Across four runs, totalling 200 data trials, S+ 
and S- parity generally prevailed.
A DPDT relay, under control of the tape programmer, switched to
Figure 2.4
One hundred channel analog averager simulating a dif­
ferential response to a two-channel unfiltered rectan­
gular 100 lisec. pulse input. Leading edges of the 
alternating inputs are separated by the indicated values 
of At in ysec. Pulse height differentials in D, E, and 
F are artifacts of averager input amplitude imbalance. 
Pulse heights in G are compensated. Oscilloscope total 
sweep duration is 1 msec., 100 ysec. per division.

either S+ or S- during the REST interval of the trial. A fail-safe 
in RELOPS insured completion of the electro-mechanical switching 
prior to commencement of the LISTEN observation interval. The 
electronic interval timer was triggered from RELOPS after 1.5 
seconds of the 4.0 second LISTEN Interval had elapsed. On both S+ 
and S- trials, the electronic timer triggered DPDT electronic switch 
2, Grason-Stadler Model 829-E. This switching was accomplished with 
a 10 msec, rise-decay time during the 50 msec, silent interval 
between pulses, bridging the 1.50 second A and 1000 msec. X sub­
intervals (Fig. 3.2). Duration of the test sub-interval, Xt, was 
1000 msec., ± 50 ysec. Exactly 20 pulses were passed in each X 
observation sub-interval.
Special care was taken to avoid interaction between pulses and 
electrical switching transients. It should be noted that electronic 
switching was inserted only in the AD channel. The switching 
paradigm is schematically illustrated in Fig. 3.2. Electrical 
switching artifacts could be observed in the AD channel on the dual­
beam oscilloscope. However, the same transients were present on 
both S+ and S- trials. The switching artifact of the fully articu­
lated system was attended, by a panel of impartial listeners, 
through the output transducers in the absence of the physical pulse 
stimuli. The switching transient could not be differentially 
detected in the presence or absence of the signal.
Electronic switch 1, Grason-Stadler 829-D, served only as reac­
tive line ballast to match stimulus frequency content between the AS 
and AD channels. Passive variable LC filters 1 and 2, Allison Model
2-BR, were adjusted to limit the frequency content of electrical 
pulse stimuli from each channel below 4.8 kHz. The roll-off was 30 
dB per octave beyond the half-power point. The effect of filtering 
on physical stimulus latency and rise time may be observed in Figs, 
2.3a, upper trace, and 2.3b and 2.3c, lower trace.
The exact degree of stimulus matching achieved between channels 
can be seen in Fig. 2.5. A PAR Model 101 Correlation Function 
Computer was used to generate overlapped autocorrelation functions 
of the acoustical outputs from the two earphones. The low-pass 
cutoff frequency was selected in order to provide a compromise 
between maximally punctiform acoustic output and minimally reduced 
overall amplitude. These measurements were made from the earphones, 
via condenser microphone in an artificial ear, to an oscilloscope 
display.
Filter outputs led to dual McIntosh 30 watt power amplifiers and 
1 and 10 dB step, 110 dB total, Hewlett-Packard 350-BR Attenuators, 
respectively. Finer control of intensity was achieved, at a point 
in the instrumental array immediately following the pulse genera­
tors, by means of four banks of Langevin 600 ohm RAT 500 series 
precision attenuators, in steps of .1, 1, and 10 dB.
The output of either HP attenuator could be led through a .25 
dB-step Grason-Stadler Model 3262-A recording attenuator operating 
at a 2 dB per second rate. Acoustical stimuli were ultimately 
delivered to the subject by means of headband-mounted Beyer Model 
DT-48 magnetic receivers with supra-aural cushions. Electrical 
voltage checks (B&K Model 2416 rms voltmeter) and time calibration
Figure 2.5
Autocorrelation functions for the 4.8 kHz. low - 
earphone acoustical output to an NBS 9A coupler, 
superimposed as indicated.
pass filtered 
AS and AD are
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checks (EPUT and CRO), together with necessary adjustments, were 
performed before and after each run. In addition, the system's 
electrical stimulus outputs were continuously monitored during the 
course of each run.
ACOUSTICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
Pigs. 2.3b and 2.3c demonstrate the 4.8 kHz low-pass filtered 
electrical input and acoustical output of the earphones. Acoustical 
measurements were made with a B&K Model 4152 NBS Type 9-A coupler, 
B&K Model 4132 one-inch pressure field condenser microphone, B&K 
Model 2613 Cathode Follower, and B&K Model 2603 Microphone Ampli­
fier. The response of the latter instrument was flat through the 
2-40,000 Hz range. The output was photographed from the face of the 
dual-beam CRO with a Polaroid Model 110-A tripod-mounted camera with 
appropriate close-up lenses, using ASA 3000 speed film. The time 
base depicted is 100 ysec. per horizontal division in Figs. 2.3a and 
2.3b; 200 sec. per horizontal division in Fig. 2.3c.
In response to the unfiltered 100 ysec. rectangular input pulse, 
having a nominally observed rise time of eight ysec. (Fig. 2,3a, 
lower trace), the earphone followed with an estimated rise time of 
100 ysec. through the calibration system. It should be noted that, 
while the output of the calibration amplifier is rated as linear 
from 2 Hz through 40 kHz, the calibration microphone frequency 
response falls off sharply above 8 kHz. This limits the maximum 
acoustical rise time measurable by this method to l/4f seconds.
This is approximately equivalent to 31 ysec. when the stimulus is
passed below 8 kHz, In response to the 4 kHz low-pass filtered 
input, with an estimated electrical rise time of 150 ysec. (Figs. 
2,3b and 2,3c, lower trace), the acoustical output, a compression 
pulse, followed with a measured rise time of approximately 170 
ysec. (Figs. 2.3b; 2.3c, upper trace).
For sound pressure level calibration, a variation of the peak 
equivalent calibration method described by Deatherage (1961) was 
used. A half sine wave was matched in form and amplitude to the 
oscilloscopically displayed acoustical compression pulse. Obser­
vation indicated a best match at 2 kHz. Peak equivalent spl 
responses of the earphone, to that sine wave frequency input, 
were measured at 128.5 dB AD and 128.2 dB AS. The input level was 
nominally referenced to 10 dB below maximum output of the power 
amplifiers. This interchannel dB balance was observed to obtain 
at lower spl levels, until the ambient acoustical noise floor in 
the laboratory began to interact with the reduced acoustical pulse 
pressure level. The subjects' pulse detectability thresholds, for 
an unlimited duration 20 pps train of the stimulus as described, 
ranged from 35 dB through 40 dB peak equivalent sound pressure 
level. Acoustical calibration checks were repeated regularly 
throughout the course of data collection.
CHAPTER III
EXPERIMENT I: METHODS AND PROCEDURES
The acoustical stimulus consisted of a train of dlchotic, 4.8 
kHz, low-pass filtered rectangular compression pulses presented at a 
prf of 20 pps. The observation interval was of the AXA type (Fig. 
3.1; 3.2), lasting 4.00 seconds, where X consisted of either S- or 
S+. The initial and final 1500 msec, of each observation interval 
served as subjective midline reference. That is, A always repre­
sented the S- condition, where At = 0.
The median 1000 msec., of each 4.00 sec. observation interval, 
served as the critical observation sub-interval, X. During the X 
portion of the AXA paradigm, pulses were presented to both ears 
either simultaneously (S-), or with a time lead to AD (S+). In 
Experiment I, the pulse train period was maintained at a constant 
50.00 msec. Stimuli were presented at three representative SL's to 
each of three subjects. A method of constant stimulus, YES/NO 
paradigm with P(s) of 0.5 was used. Subjects were to indicate, by 
pushbutton selection, whether or not a shift to the right of sub­
jective midline was perceived in the pulse train image during the X 
observation sub-interval. Four runs, of ten orientation trials and 
50 data trials per run, were given each subject for the various 
combinations of At and SL selected for investigation.
SUBJECTS:
The one female (SLS) and two male (RFS, JEB) subjects were all 
30 years of age at the outset of data collection. Both SLS and RFS
30
Figure 3.1
A. Experimental trial intervals.
B. LISTEN interval^ AXA observation sub-intervals.
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had extensive listening experience as participants in psychoacoustic 
experiments. JEB had no formal listening experience prior to this 
investigation. Each subject held a master's degree in audiology and 
volunteered his or her time to the study. All were employees in the 
Division of Audiology, Department of Otolaryngology, at The Long 
Island College Hospital, Brooklyn, New York.
Subjects were otoscopically examined and found to have bilat­
erally normal external auditory meati and tympanic membranes. The 
hearing of each subject met or exceeded a nominal screening level of 
15 dB Hearing Level for pure tone sensitivity, within the frequency 
range 250 Hz through 4 kHz, according to the ISO 1964 audiometric 
standard (ISO, 1964). Two subjects (JEB and SLS) met the criteria 
throughout the entire audiometric frequency range at octave intervals 
from 125 Hz through 8 kHz. The third subject (RFS) demonstrated a 
traumatic type, punctiform, sensorineural notch, involving frequen­
cies 6 kHz and above. His sensitivity was well within normal limits, 
however, through the previously stated screening frequency range.
It should be noted that the pulse train stimulus was low-pass 
filtered at 4.8 kHz.
GENERAL PROCEDURES:
The following represents a description of steps taken and condi­
tions which prevailed during the course of each listening session. 
Subjects were well practiced in these operations prior to under­
taking actual data collection.
1. With the aid of a 100 dB recording attenuator, a pulse
detectability threshold was obtained in the right ear (AD).
Subjects were instructed to press the control switch when the 20 
pps stimulus became audible, releasing it when it became in audible. 
This threshold was defined as the median point between positive and 
negative peaks of the continuous recording attenuator tracing 
averaged over a one-to-two-minute period. Pulse detectability 
thresholds ranged from approximately 35 dB to 40 dB peak equivalent 
spl for the three subjects. Typical tracing width was 5 dB. Once 
this level had been determined, it served a 0 dB Sensation Level. A 
similar threshold was always obtained from the left ear (AS) for 
reference purposes.
2. The pulse train spl was then raised in AD to the Sensation Level 
selected for investigation. For example, if the SL desired for study 
was 20 dB, and the subject presented a 40 dB spl peak equivalent 
threshold in AD, then the pulse train stimulus was presented to the 
right, or reference, ear at 60 dB peak equivalent spl.
3. With the appropriate SL pulse train presented to AD, the subject 
bracketed a median saggital plane lateralization of the pulse image 
by method of adjustment. This was accomplished by manipulating the 
intensity level of an identical, simultaneous pulse train in AS.
This balance was made with the recording attenuator using a three- 
position control switch. Once subjective center had been achieved 
to the subject's satisfaction, it was tested for consistency by 
resetting the recording attenuator input and calling for another 
centering. If a ± 2 dB agreement was obtained, the amount of AS
attenuation remained fixed for the run. However, through the first 
10 orientation trials of each run, subjects were permitted to add or 
subtract fixed levels of attenuation in steps of 0.25 dB in the AS 
channel. This correction was necessitated by the empirical observa­
tion of a drift in the subjectively centered pulse image, when it 
was gated in four-second, trial-by-trial intervals, through the 
early part of a run. This option was not available to subjects 
during the following 50 data trials.
4. On the basis of pilot data, three Sensation Levels were selected 
for each subject as being relatively representative of the spread of 
the family of AT psychometric functions whose parameter is SL. In 
order to achieve the steepest psychometric function, tempered by a 
consideration for the subjects' tolerance thresholds, levels of 60 
dB SL were necessary for subjects JEB and SLS, while a level of 40 
dB SL sufficed for RFS.
Higher levels than 60 dB SL, approximately 100 dB peak equivalent 
spl, were judged uncomfortable by the first two subjects and re­
sulted in no significant increase in slope of the psychometric 
function for the third subject. Sensation Levels of 5 dB resulted 
in too great a drifting of the subjectively centered pulse train 
image. This made results difficult to replicate in a reasonable 
number of trials.
As a consequence, the following Sensation Levels were selected for 
investigation:
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Subject SLS: 60 dB SL; 40 dB SL; 10 dB SL.
Subject JEB: 60 dB SL; 40 dB SL; 10 dB SL.
Subject RFS: 40 dB SL; 20 dB SL; 10 dB SL.
These SL's, In decreasing order of Intensity, shall be referred to 
as SL I, High; SL II, Medium; and SL III, Low.
5. It should be indicated at this juncture that, although Experi­
ment I data are reported independently, they were obtained in the 
larger context of an experiment which incorporated conditions 
where pulse periodicity was intentionally perturbed (Experiment II).
6. Four runs, each consisting of 10 orientation and 50 data trials, 
were taken to represent the subject's response at each value of At 
for a given stimulus condition. The a priori probabilities were: 
P(s) = P(n) = 0.5. The total of 200 data trials per point was com­
prised of approximately 100 S+ and 100 S- presentations for every
combination of At, SL, and J .
e
7. On a typical day, one subject may have completed as few as four 
runs or as many as 15. Each run consisted of 60 observations; 10 
orientation and 50 data trials. Each trial took 12 seconds to 
complete. The entire run, exclusive of pre- and post-run calibra­
tion, took 12 minutes. Allowing for rest periods and calibration, 
the average run entailed about 30 minutes. Shorter sessions, with 
fewer runs, resulted in somewhat less average time per run. It was 
left to the subject's discretion to indicate when he or she felt 
ready to run or was too fatigued to continue. Data could not be
obtained on a regularly scheduled basis because of the variable 
clinic test schedule governing each of the three subjects.
8. With the exception of At, stimulus parameters remained constant 
during a listening session. For example, subject SLS might have 
devoted an entire afternoon to running an Experiment I condition; 
e.g.: 60 dB SL, with stable periodicity (J =0). The next session 
may have been run at a level of 40 dB SL with an intentionally 
perturbed stimulus periodicity (J £ 0); that is, Experiment II.
9. Using the YES/NO method, At remained constant for any given run 
but was generally varied in a quasi-random manner among the runs of 
the day. The only restriction applied to the ordering of At values 
for successive runs was that extreme leaps were to be avoided. A 
typical sequence of runs might be: 100 psec., 60 psec., 20 psec.,
0 psec. (control), 40 psec,, 80 psec., etc.
10. Intervals between At values were spaced to allow reasonable 
determination of the "grain" of the psychometric function. In the 
YES/NO procedure, the psychometric function is expected to rise, 
from the 50% chance performance level, in the absence of an S+ 
stimulus, to asymptote. For example, spacing may have been in 5 
psec. or 10 psec. steps at SL I; 10 psec. and 20 psec. steps at SL 
II; and 20 psec. or 25 psec. at SL III. When percent correct 
scores, for a given function, exceeded 80%, At spacings were 
doubled. Functions were extended until scores for each of the four 
runs equalled or exceeded 90% correct for a given At.
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METHOD; ORIENTATION AND DATA TRIALS:
The following represent the specific methodological steps taken 
^  on each trial,
1. Durations of the intervals within each observation were comfort­
able for all subjects. The time pattern was the same for both 
orientation and data trials. Each observation was divided as shown 
in Fig. 3.1a; viz., REST, 3.0 sec.; READY, 1.5 sec.; LISTEN, 4.0 
sec.; RESPOND, 2.0 sec,; REINFORCE, 1.5 sec. The trial paradigm 
recycled immediately from REINFORCE to REST. Figure 3.1b schematic­
ally illustrates the AXA sub-intervals contained within the LISTEN 
interval. The observation interval is referred to as an AXA para­
digm, where A is the S- condition of 1500 msec, duration, containing 
60 simultaneous pairs. The X portion of the observation interval, 
of duration Xt> 1000 msec., contains exactly 20 pulse pairs whose 
interaural time relationship will either be S- or S+. That is, At = 
0 or At j6 0, respectively.
2. Figures 3.2a and 3.2b represent the S+ and S- conditions for 
Experiment I. Each vertical bar simulates a pulse. Actually, with 
a 20 pps repetition frequency and a 4-second LISTEN interval, each 
trial contained 80 pulses. A smaller number of pulses was used in 
the illustration to preserve clarity. The vertical alignments 
between pulses, in rows labelled AS and AD, indicate the temporal 
relationships of pulse presentations to each ear.
Figure 3.2b represents the S+ condition, where subjects were given 
a four-second burst of 20 pps clicks. During the median one-second
interval, the clicks delivered to AD were advanced by At, relative 
to AS. Slashes, in the AD channel representation, indicate the 
point of electronic switching. If the time lead was of requisite 
magnitude, it was perceived as a shift of the subjective intra­
cranial pulse image from midline toward the lead ear (AD) and back 
to midline.
✓
Figure 3.2a schematizes the "blank" trial, the S- control condi­
tion. Here, the stimulus consisted of a continuous four-second 
burst of diotic clicks. Electronic switching takes place in both 
the S- and S+ conditions. Pulse duration, relative pulse amplitude, 
prf, and period remained constant throughout Experiment I.
3. On each trial, the subject attended to the pulse train during 
the LISTEN interval. He reported by pushbutton, during the RESPOND 
interval, whether or not he noted any form of qualitative change 
during the median second of that four-second LISTEN interval. The 
change most typically noted was a shift in lateralization toward the 
lead ear, AD. However, subjective changes in pitch, quality, or 
loudness of the stimulus were also perceived by the subjects.
Extra-temporal physical bases for these cues were effectively ruled 
out through procedures described in the preceding chapter,
A. The YES/NO version of the method of constant stimuli was 
employed throughout the study.
5. Each subject was provided with immediate CORRECT/WRONG visual 
reinforcement on the outcome of each trial. CORRECT was used to
avoid the directional connotation of "RIGHT".
6. The subjects were given 10 "free" trials at the outset of each 
run with the option to respond and receive immediate visual rein­
forcement or merely listen without reinforcement. During the run of 
50 data trials, the subject may have missed some portion of the 
LISTEN interval because of a cough or momentary lapse of attention, 
etc. The subject was permitted to forego a response on that trial. 
The random programming tape advanced to the next trial state, with 
notation of this contingency inserted automatically into the data 
printout. Subjects were cautioned to avail themselves of this 
option sparingly. Examination of the records indicated its infre­
quent use.
7. The subject started each run by depressing the READY button on 
the subject box. The run ended automatically when 50 data trials 
had been completed.
8. Critical stimulus parameters were calibrated immediately before 
and after each run. These included pulse period, position of the AS 
reference pulse relative to Waveform Generator 1 ramp onset, At, 
pulse duration, and pulse amplitude. Stimulus output was monitored 
continuously on an oscilloscope during the course of each run at the 
final amplification input stage.
9. Data were tallied through a printout in RELOFS, trial by trial, 
in five 3-digit fields headed: (1) Cumulative Trial N, (2) Cumula­
tive N "Hits", (3) Cumulative N "Misses", (4) Cumulative N "False
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Alarms", (5) Cumulative N "Correct Rejections". Results of the 
) first 10 orientation trials were printed separately from the data
V
trials. Bypassed trials were noted by means of a repetition of the 
trial number with no change in response tallies.
FORMS OF THE DATA:
The collected data of both Experiments I and II were processed 
for graphic presentation as psychometric functions in three forms of 
display for each subject:
1. d’: Straight line fitted functions on X/Y coordinates of At and 
d’, respectively, with dB SL as parameter. According to the model 
developed in Chapter V, these functions should all radiate from the 
origin, with slope decreasing with Sensation Level. If the Y inter­
cept is, in fact, 0, then performance may be simply characterized by 
a single number, i.e., the slope of each psychometric function. In 
order to compare results of the present study with At values ob- 
tained by others, reciprocal slope or slope of each d' psycho­
metric function will be taken as the best estimate of AT, the At 
JND.
2. Percent Correct: Functions were obtained of the quantity:
% Correct = P(s|s) P(s) + P(N|n) P(n), (3.1)
which, for the symmetrical case where P(s) = P(n) = 0,5, becomes:
% Correct = P(S|s) + P(N|n) /2. (3.2)
These functions are presented with dB SL as parameter, having X/Y 
coordinates of At and Percent Correct, respectively. It is pre­
dicted that Percent Correct values will rise from 50%, at At = 0, to 
asymptote as the negatively accelerated upper half of the cumulative 
normal distribution.
3. HIT and FALSE ALARM rates: With SL as parameter, dual functions
of P(s|s) and P(s|n), as a function of At, are presented on the same 
X/Y coodinates. Given equal a priori stimulus probabilities, one may 
estimate the placement of the subject's criterion, 3 , in relation to 
the maximum Percent Correct, or Siegert's, Observer (Egan et al., 
1962).
CHAPTER IV
EXPERIMENT I: RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
d' DATA:
Figures 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 show the d 1 psychometric functions for 
subjects SLS, RFS, and JEB, respectively. Each set of functions 
appears reasonably fitted by a straight line. The lines shown were 
fitted by the method of least squares using equal weighting on all 
points. This method shall be referred to as the method of best fit. 
Examination of the three sets of functions shows that they tend to 
originate at the origin of the X/Y coordinates. Finally, each 
subject demonstrates a decrease in slope with decrease in SL.
Each data point represents a tabled value of d’ (Elliot, 1959) 
based on a mean P(s|s) and P(S|n) averaged across four runs of 50 
trials each. With P(s) =0.5, each point is based on 100 S+ and 
100 S- trials.
Table 4.1 presents the parameters of each best-fit linear 
psychometric function by subject and by Sensation Level. Analysis 
of variance for the regressions yielded F-ratios which are shown 
with respective degrees of freedom and significance levels. Of the 
nine functions, eight exceed the .001 level as first-order fits and 
one (JEB, 60 dB SL) exceeds the .01 level. An analysis of variance 
was performed, comparing two approaches for fitting straight lines 
to the d' data. A natural, first-order least-squares fitting to the 
data was compared with a linear least-squares fitting where the line 
was weighted by a factor of 100 on the X/Y intercepts: d' =0, At =
0, in order to force the fitted line through the origin. This
Figures 4,1 - 4,3
d' At psychometric functions, Je - Qj ordinate is d', abcfssa is 
At in ysec. Parameter of each function is Sensation Level, Lines 
represent least-squares best fits to the data.
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.Table 4.1
Parameters of the Least-Squares Lines of Best Fit to the d? Psychometric Function Points: Je - o.
Sensation Slope in Y Axis Slope""'*' in . F -
Subject Level d* /tasec. Intercept usec./d’ Ratio d.f. P.
S'LS 60 dB .05621 -.02197 17.79 i;o.52 1/5 <.001
40 .04129 +.00177 24,22 86.19 1/6 <.001
10 .02196 -.02513 45.54 144.22 1/6 <.001
RFS 40 dB ,08444 +.15017 11.84 217.68 1/3 <.001
20 .03842 -.03428 26.03 72.55 1/5 <.001
10 .01489 -.06266 67.16 347.66 1/7 <.001
JEB 60 dB .06794 -.36523 14.72 55.60 1/4 <.01
40 .02970 +.05660 33.67 531.69 1/4 <.001
10 .02544 -.38107 39.31 169.65 1/5 <.001
method of fitting a linear function to the data shall be referred to 
as a weighted-zero fit. None of the best-fit lines differs signifi­
cantly from the weighted-zero functions. Results of the analysis 
and the reciprocal slopes of the best-fit and weighted-zero func­
tions are reported in Table 4.2.
Examination of Figs. 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 reveals a negligible Y- 
axis intercept correction for the best fitting lines to the data.
As a consequence, reciprocal slope of each function (slope 5  
conveniently constitutes the At value in ysec. corresponding to a d 1 
of 1.00. As discussed in Chapter V, this ysec. value resulting in a 
d' of 1.00 may be interpreted both as the standard error of the mean 
of the assumed symmetrical f(x|s) and f(xjn) distributions, as well 
as AT, the At JND. In a 2 AFC procedure, this also corresponds to a 
level of 75% correct.
Numbers in the first, best-fit column of Table 4.2 are the
simple reciprocals of the slope of each function. The obtained Y-
axis intercept values are located in the column immediately to the 
right. The next column, labelled Weighted Zero, contains reciprocal 
slopes of those line fits to the data which were constrained to 
traverse the origin. With the exception of subject JEB's functions 
at the 60 dB and 10 dB Sensation Levels, the effect of forcing the 
line to pass through the origin, when compared with the best fitting 
line to the data, is negligible.
Regardless of the procedure used in fitting straight lines to the 
data, all subjects demonstrate progressive decreases in slope from 
high through medium to low Sensation Levels. These empirical findings
Reciprocal
Subject
SLS
RFS
JEB
Table 4,2
Slopes and Intercepts for the Linear Least-Squares Best Fits and Weighted-Zero Fits
to the d 1 Psychometric Function Points: Je = 0.
Sensation
Level
Slope-'*’ in 
usec./d1
Best Fit
Y Axis 
Intercept
Slope"l in 
nsec./d*
Weighted-Zero
Y Axis 
Intercept
60 dB 
40 
10
17.79
24.22
45.54
-.02
.00
-.03
17.98
24.21
46.02
.00
.00
.00
1.20
1.17
1.16
40 dB 
20 
10
11.84
26.03
67.16
+.15
-.03
-.06
10.96
26.53
69.16
.00
.00
.00
0.74
1.19
1.08
60 dB 
40 
10
14.72
33.67
39.31
-.37
+.06
-.38
17.21
32.85
47.33
-.01
.00
-.01
0.88
1.11
0.50
*A11 F- Ratios N.S.; P>.05.
are in agreement with the intensity-related AT shifts reported for 
click pair At stimuli (Hall, 1964), noise burst ongoing disparity 
(Zerlin, 1959), and pure tone phase difference (Zwislocki et al., 
1956).
As the analysis of variance demonstrated no significant differ­
ence between least squares best fitting lines and weighted-zero 
lines fitted to the data, it was decided to base all graphic 
presentations of Experiments I and II d' data on the former, best 
fitting linear functions. Where the lines of best fit do tran­
sect the origin, AT, nominally taken as the usee. At resulting in a 
d' of 1.00, may be estimated from slope  ^of each function. It is 
assumed that any deviations of best-fitted functions from the origin 
are the result of extraneous variables. Consequently, where such a 
deviation from the origin exists, it is suggested that AT be esti­
mated from slope  ^of the weighted-zero lines. To illustrate, the 
AT's of subjects SLS and RFS based on either best fit or weighted- 
zero fit lines to the data (Table 4.2) are virtually indistinguish­
able, within subject and SL, when the two methods are compared. The 
AT's of JEB, however, are better represented by slopes ^ taken from 
the weighted-zero column.
Best AT values were obtained at SL I, High, for all subjects. 
These were 18.0 usee, for subject SLS; 11.0 usee, for RFS; and 17.2 
Usee, for JEB. According to Woodworth (1938, page 523), these 
figures correspond to midline displacements in azimuth of one to 
two degrees for a sound source presented in a free field. Agreement 
is excellent with the only comparably reported AT for pulse train
stimuli, viz., 11 ysec. (Klumpp et al., 1956).
PERCENT CORRECT DATA:
Psychometric functions for pulse train AT have yet to be reported. 
However, in order to compare AT psychometric functions for click pair 
stimuli, appearing in the psychoacoustic literature, functions of 
Percent Correct are given using the data of this study previously 
described in terms of d'.
The values:
P(C) = [PCS js) P(s) + P(N|n) P(n)], (4.1)
which, for P(s) = P(n) = 0.5, is equivalent to:
P(c) = [P(sjs) + P(N|n) ]/2, (4.2)
were plotted on X/Y coordinates of At in microseconds and P(C) in 
percent, respectively. The P(C) psychometric functions are shown in 
Figs. 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6 for subjects SLS, RFS, and JEB, respectively. 
Functions rise from the origin of 50%, where At = 0, generally 
following a negatively accelerated course to asymptote. Reversals 
are evident, in some functions, in the 50-to-100-ysec. At range. A 
decrease in slope with decreasing SL can be noted for each subject.
The separation among functions appears greatest for subject RFS.
The obtained form is in good agreement with those functions reported 
for click pair At detection by Wallach et al. (1949), Klumpp et al. 
(1956), and Hall (1964).
Figures 4.4 - 4,6
Percent Correct At psychometric functions; J = 0 .  X/Y
e
coordinates are At in ysec. and [P(sjs ) + P(N|n)]/2, 
respectively.
Fig. 4.4 Subject SLS 
Fig. 4.5 Subject RFS 
Fig. 4.6 Subject JEB
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In order to study further the form of the P(C) psychometric 
functions, these data were subjected to a program of sequential 
polynomial regression fittings through the fourth order with the aid 
of an IBM 1800 TSX computer. Table 4.3 summarizes grossly the analy­
sis of variance of successive order fittings to the data. As the 
polynomial analysis is based on relatively few points per function, 
a .001 value was selected as the critical probability. An asterisk 
indicates significance for the various orders of fitting. The 
algebraic sign of each particular order component is also given.
The modal order of fitting appears between the second and third 
degree. There is a relatively consistent negative sign to components 
of the fitted functions greater than first-order. The RFS 40 dB 
function does not achieve significance as a first-order fit, as it 
is comprised of only five points with one and three degrees of 
freedom. These findings are consistent with the hypothesis that the 
obtained P(C) psychometric functions are essentially the upper half 
of a cumulative normal ogive.
Some attention was given to the irregularities or reversals in 
the P(C) functions noted within the 50-ysec.-through-100-ysec. 
range. An autocorrelation was performed on the physical acoustical 
stimuli through both earphones (Fig, 2.5), effectively ruling out 
any possible interaction between the initial pulse compression in 
one ear and its subsequent rarefaction in the contralateral channel. 
Intensitive changes in the stimulus, as a function of At, were ruled 
out as well. While not critical to the model, it is interesting to 
note that these .reversals appear in comparable functions reported by
Table 4.3
Successive Degrees And Algebraic Signs Of Polynomial Fitted Percent
Correct Psychometric Functions Beyond P = .001: Je = 0 .
Sensation 1° Polynomial Degree
Subject Level d.f. 1° 2° 3° 4°
SLS 60 dB 1/5 *+ *_ 0 0
40 1/6 *+ *_ 0 0
10 1/6 *+ *- 0 0
RFS 40 dB 1/3 0 0 0 0
20 1/5 *+ 0 0 0
10 1/7 *+ *- *- 0
JEB 60 dB 1/4 *+ 0 0 0
40 1/4 *+ *- 0 0
10 1/5 *+ *+ 0
Summary Legend
Fit Total *: ANOVA P
i—f
oo.V
0 : ANOVA N .S.
N.S
1°
1
1
+ . _ • Coefficient Sign
others, cited above.
For example, the single function presented by Klumpp et al.
(1956) (Fig. 1.1b) was obtained by averaging data across 13 
listeners. As a consequence, individual differences may have been 
obscured. However, the obtained averaged point, at approximately 52 
ysec., falls below the fitted negatively accelerated function.
Figure 4.7 is based on the data of Wallach et al. (1949), 
adapted from his original graph (Fig. 1.1a). Figure 4.7a shows the 
P(C) functions for each of two subjects, graphically reconstructed 
by averaging right and left judgments. Subjective bias corrections 
were incorporated, after the fact, by setting a At stimulus value of 
0 ysec. equivalent to a chance P(C) level of 50%. Reversals of the 
functions are apparent in the 50-ysec.-through-100-ysec. range for 
each of the two subjects. This becomes even more evident (Fig. 4.7b) 
when the data are averaged across both subjects.
Figure 4.8 presents the P(C) AT psychometric functions for three 
subjects as obtained with a pulse pair stimulus paradigm by Hall 
(1964). These functions have been graphically reconstructed from 
his original data (Fig. 1.2) so that the parameter of each curve 
becomes SL, corresponding with the present P(C) data. A tendency 
toward reversals in the specified At range can be noted in a number 
of the functions obtained from Hall's three subjects.
It is suggested that these reversals may be the result of low- 
pass-filtering the stimulus in the present study below 4.8 kHz.
While the click stimuli were unfiltered in the studies cited above, 
the output transducers used tend to roll-off in the same frequency
Figure 4.7
At data of Wallach, et. al. (1949) for click pair stimuli; replotted 
in the form of Percent Correct psychometric functions.
A. Data replotted with right and left judgements 
averaged and bias correction inserted by setting 
the 0 ysec. stimulus results equivalent to 50% 
detection, two subjects,
B. As in A, averaged over two subjects.
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range. Specifically, 50 to 100 ysec. may correspond to the latency 
necessary for the lead ear pulse travelling wave to traverse the 
low-pass filter cutoff frequency area on the basilar membrane. When 
the lag ear cochlea receives its first click stimulus, the earliest 
centrally available neural information would be based on unequal 
amplitude ratios of basilar membrane displacement. A latency, on 
the order of magnitude in question, was presented in a basilar 
membrane model of Flanagan (1962) for a 4.5 kHz component of a 
rarefaction transient.
Another possible explanation may be found in the pattern of 
basilar membrane displacement for high frequency energy in compres­
sion pulses (Flanagan, 1962, pp. 970, 991). Specifically, preceding 
each major depression of the basilar membrane, there is a minor 
elevation of the membrane, which may interact with the major eleva­
tion. The graphically determined separation between these two 
upward movements of the basilar membrane, in Flanagan's (1962) model 
is comparable to the 50-through-100-ysec. range of reversals in the 
P(C) functions of the present study.
HIT AND FALSE ALARM DATA:
In the present study, with symmetrical payoff matrices and an 
a priori P(s) of 0.5, it is postulated that subjects will perform as 
Maximum Percent Correct or Siegert's observers (Egan, 1962, p. 2b). 
The Ideal Observer (10), operating under the strategy of maximizing 
P(C), or minimizing error, places his optimal decision criterion
(3Qpt) along the likelihood ratio decision axis midway between means
of the f(x|n) and f(x|s) distributions. The former has a mean of At
= 0; the latter has a mean of At > 0 (Fig. 5.2). In the symmetrical
case, the critical value of likelihood ratio (3 ) is equivalent toopt
the ratio of a priori probabilities:
3 = P(n) / P(s) = .5/.5 = 1.00. (4.3)opt
As At increases, the Ideal Observer maintains a criterial posi­
tion midway between the means of the signal and noise distributions. 
If the mean value of an observation falls above the critical value
of likelihood ratio, he votes YES; if below 3 he votes NO.
opt’
Assuming normality and homogeneity of variance of both the f(x|n) 
and f(x|s) distributions, the Percent Correct psychometric function 
should grow as the negatively accelerated upper half of the cumula­
tive normal distribution. Criteria held by human observers can be 
estimated a posteriori from the slope of the empirical ROC curves at 
a given data point. This corresponds to the critical value of 
likelihood ratio used by the subject in producing that point (Green 
et al., 1966, pp. 88 et seq.).
The HIT and FALSE ALARM data, obtained by YES/NO method, may be 
taken as estimates of P(s|s) and P(s|n) of the a posteriori proba­
bility distributions. Assuming two symmetrical normal distributions, 
one may then calculate the ratio f(x|s) / f(x|n) in terms of the 
respective heights of the ordinates corresponding to those proba­
bilities. The decision criterion held by the human subject (3Qbt) 
may then be compared with the ideal decision criterion (^0pt) of
72
1.00 for the present experimental conditions.
Figures 4.9, 4.10, and 4.11 present the mean values of P(Sjs) 
and P(S| n) for each subject. The upper functions are P(s|s), the 
lower are P(S |n). Like symbols are used for each Sensation Level, 
with functions alternately presented as solid or dashed lines for 
the sake of clarity. Each point is the average of four HIT or FALSE 
ALARM ratios. One ratio was obtained from each run. Thus, based on 
200 trials, half of which are S+, each point represents 100 trials 
under the conditions P(s) or P(n). Data are truncated at upper 
limits corresponding to a d' of less than 3.5, as reported above for 
the d1 and P(C). Examining these functions, a complementary HIT/
FALSE ALARM relationship, characteristic of Siegert’s observer, can 
be noted.
Table 4.4 presents the values of S ^t for each subject at each 
of the three Sensation Levels. The average 0 for subject SLS' 
three curves is 1.37. Her High, Medium, and Low SL mean 0o^t values 
are 1.19, 1.57, and 1.34, respectively. Subject RFS averages a 0Q^t 
of 1.02 for the three curves, with individually determined mean 0 ^ 2  s 
of 1.00, 0.95, and 1.11, in order of descending Sensation Level. 
Subject JEB's mean 0o^t was 0.98. High, Medium, and Low SL mean 
3 ^ 1s were 0.97, 0.92, and 1.04, for the third subject, in that 
order. These findings agree with Green et al. (1966, p. 91):
"The decision conditions which employ moderate 
probabilities and moderate decision values lead 
to actual criteria quite similar to the optimal 
ones."
7d
Figures 4.9 - 4,11
HIT and FALSE ALARM At psychometric functions; Je = 0, Lower 
functions represent P(s|n), upper functions represent P(S|s).
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Table 4.4
Sobt For Each Subject By Relative Sensation Level,
SLS RFS JEB
HIGH
3 1.19
Range 1.00
3 0 0 ysec. 1.00
3 0 Max. ysec. 1.88
N Points 7
-  1.88
1.00
0.73
1.03
1.40
5
- 1.40
0.97
0.43
0.97
1.55
6
- 1.55
MEDIUM
3
Range
3 0 0 ysec.
3 0 Max. ysec, 
N Points
1.57
0.92
0.96
3.59
8
- 3.59
0.95
0.72
1.04
0.72
7
-  1.22
0.92
0.79
0.97
1.20
6
-  1.20
LOW
3 1.34
Range 0.99
3 0 0 ysec. 0.99
3 0 Max, ysec. 1.29
N Points 8
- 1.80
1.11
0.91
1.00
1.28
9
- 1.67
1.04
0.87
1.01
1.12
7
- 1.15
1.37 1.02 0.98
It is noteworthy that, in the absence of S+, i.e., where At = 0, 
the mean value of for the three subjects across nine psycho­
metric functions is 1.00, ranging from 0.96 through 1.04. There 
appears to be a trend toward higher values of 3 0^ t with larger At. 
This latter finding is most consistently demonstrated, for all three 
Sensation Levels, by subject SLS.
CONCLUSIONS:
The data described above demonstrate the following:
1. As the d' psychometric function, obtained by YES/NO method, are 
well fitted by straight lines passing through the origin, the assump­
tion of an underlying distribution of errors, which approximates the 
normal, appears justified.
2. The obtained decision criterion for each subject, 30^t> obtained 
from a posteriori response probabilities, approximates closely the 
optimal criterion, based on a priori stimulus probabilities, 
costs, and values.
3. For each of the three subjects, within intensity limits explored, 
slopes of the psychometric functions for pulse train At detection 
decrease with Sensation Level.
These findings provide the basis for a model of At detection 
where the human subject's AT performance is limited by a normally 
distributed temporal instability or internal noise (J^ )• This 
instability affects adversely the comparison of At stimuli neural 
simulacra (At^) at a postulated central Coincidence Detector (CD).
It is further offered that AT Increases with decreasing Sensation 
Level because of an increased inherent level of internal noise in 
those afferent neural pathways, having lower dB thresholds, which 
precede the Coincidence Detector. The model, presented in the 
following chapter, is designed to provide a framework for a 
meaningful estimate of the time-equivalent values of this SL- 
dependent internal noise (J^) •
CHAPTER V
MODEL
At the outset, it is assumed that pulse train At detection
is less-than perfect in the Real Observer (RO) because of deficiencies
in three areas (Fig, 5,1):
1. Coincidence Detector (CD) —  It is assumed that At is,
at best, imperfectly represented to a central CD. The cause of this 
misrepresentation is postulated as a temporal variability in the dis­
tribution of neural simulacra (At^) of the At stimulus. This vari­
ance may be external (Je2), internal (J^y2) both (J2).
2. Attention-Memory Efficiency —  Given N pulse pairs in a 
At pulse train stimulus, the Real Observer (RO) may fail to use all 
the information contained in an observation. This failure may be due 
to faulty attention, where the subject is not vigilant for all N pulse 
pairs in the observation sample. The deficiency may also be one of 
memory, arising from the inability of the RO to fully integrate the
At Information contained in the stimulus burst, N across time (Xt).
As a consequence, his ability to reduce the combined internal and
external variance, by N, is Impaired, This reduction in the total
variance (J ), obtained by using multiple stimulus observations, is
analogous to that achieved by converting a distribution of single
values to a sampling distribution of values taken N at a time. The
koriginal standard deviation is then reduced proportionally to N
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Figure 5.1
Model for pulse train interaural time-of-arrival difference 
discrimination.
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3. Decision —  Because of inadequate use of a priori stim­
ulus probabilities or costs and values in the decision payoff
matrix, the RO may be unable to develop and hold a consistent de- 
0
cision criterion. Based on the relatively stable obtained like­
lihood ratio data of Experiment I and the available literature 
(Green et. al., 1966) it was decided that this construct merely be 
noted as a potential source of error in At detection, given ex­
perimental conditions other than the present.
VARIABLES AND CONSTRUCTS:
The variables and constructs of the model are identified 
below prior to discussion. The numbers in parentheses following 
each definition represent the value(s) used in Experiments I and
II.
CONTROLLED VARIABLES
AXA The experimental paradigm, described in Chapter
III, for the YES/NO psychophysical method.
t Duration of the critical stimulus observation
interval, X (X^ = 1.00 sec.).
N The number of dichotic pulse pairs presented
during the X interval (N = 20).
prf Pulse repetition frequency (prf = 20 pps).
1/prf Pulse train period (1/prf = 50 msec.).
IPI Interpulse interval in msec.
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PCs) A priori probability of an s+ stimulus occuring
during X lP(s) = 0.5].
P(n) A priori probability of an s- or blank trial lP(n)
= 0,5].
$0pt The optimal critical likelihood ratio or decision
cutoff criterion (£30pt = 1.00).
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
At The physical interaural time-of-arrival difference .
in ysec. between the two pulse stimuli of each 
dichotic pair in a train of sample size N. Also, 
when not specified otherwise, it represents At, 
the mean of the distribution of At's (At always 
indicates lead time to AD, in ysec,).
J External noise - i.e., standard deviation of thee ’
distribution of externally imposed random periodicity 
perturbations of At. (Experiment I, J0 = 0; Exper­
iment II, Jg = 20, 40, 80, 160 ysec rms).
0£=t Standard error of the mean of the physical distribu­
tion of At for sample size N:
oAt = J /N** (5.1)
The deciBel Sensation Level, , above the normally 
hearing subjects’ unilateral (AD) pulse detectability 
thresholds. (High, Medium, Low; 60, 40, and 10 dB for 
subjects SLS and JEB; 40, 20, and 10 dB for RFS) ,
DEPENDENT VARIABLES
The At JND in ysec, obtained in an external stimulus
background of temporal "quiet"; i.e. J =0.
e
The At JND in ysec, obtained when the pulse train At
is intentionally jittered; i.e. J f 0.
e
The decision cutoff criterion actually employed by 
the subject. It is empirically estimated from the 
ratio of ordinate heights of the a posteriori 
P(S[s) and P(S |n) distributions for each data point,
CONSTRUCTS
Neural representation of the interaural time-of-arrival 
difference (At) at the CD.
Internal noise— i.e. standard deviation of the dis­
tribution of At^ for a stimulus presented at SLy, as 
represented to the central CD when Je = 0.
Total Noise - i.e., standard deviation of the At^ 
distribution as represented the CD when Jg f 0:
8o
(5.2)
N The average number of pulse pairs used by the observere
in arriving at a At detection decision. In the Ideal 
Observer (10), Ng = N. In the RO, Ne <N.
E Efficiency Factor - efficiency of At detection for the
RO relative to that for the 10 when both CD's are sub­
jected to the same total noise, J:
(5.3)
EXTERNAL NOISE; J :
’ e
The external component (Je) of the total noise (J) affecting 
input to the CD, is a random disturbance in assigned relative inter- 
aural synchrony between pulse pairs of the physical stimulus train. 
That is, because of imperfect synchronization between pulse inputs 
delivered to each transducer, any individual pulse pair, At^, may 
deviate from the assigned mean interaural time-of-arrival difference,
Treating the occurrence of At^ as if from a set of n discrete 
events, and postulating a Gaussian distribution for these random 
physical perturbations of relative interaural synchrony, the variance 
of this distribution of external noise, or jitter, is defined as:
At
Je2 = [ J (Atk - At)2]/n
k=l
(5,4)
An estimate of the standard deviation of the external jitter
distribution, Je, is based on n samples. In the present study, as
described in Chapter VII, _n is 400. Note that the Jg distribution
is a difference distribution of errors between channels about a mean
difference of At. To Illustrate further; holding At constant, Je
may be considered the consequence of two Independent variabilities
of IPI about the mean pulse period, 1/prf, one within each pulse train
stimulus channel.
If the AD stimulus IPI variability ) is independent of
R
that in AS (c2ppi ), then the centrally resulting value of Je will be 
L
equal to the square root of the sums of the variances of IPI in each 
ear:
Given equivalent, independent, values of ^ppj in both input 
channels:
In order to simulate this stimulus condition (Eq, 5,6), it is only 
necessary to perturb the pulse period in one of the two channels with 
twice the variance attributable to either channel, individually. 
Maintaining a relatively invariant pulse period in the other channel:
This technique Is used in the present Experiment II, The 
pulse trains in both channels are synchronized to a mean IPI of 
50 msec. The synchrony is held invariant in AD while Je is super­
Je " (0 IPIR2 + °IPIL2^
(5.5)
(5.6)
Je (5.7)
imposed on the periodicity of the AS pulse train. This simplifies 
the Jg calibration procedure as described in Chapter VII.
INTERNAL NOISE; J. : 
iy
It is assumed that, independent of Je> an equivalent misrep­
resentation of the stimulus period arises in each of the AD and AS 
neural input channels to the central CD. Various physiological bases 
for variation in stimulus-driven interspike interval (ISI) have been 
presented in the literature (Gray,, 1966; Calvin and Stevens, 1967; 
Poussart, 1969). This internally-generated temporal variability (J. ) 
in the CD difference distribution is assumed to be approximated by 
the Gaussian form and independent of external jitter (J"e).
The findings of Experiment I show an increase in AT with de­
creasing Sensation Level. It is assumed, in the model, that AT is 
proportional to which, in turn, increases with decreasing SL, 
below asymptote. Kiang (1965) provides some physiological evidence 
for the validity of this assumption. He reports (1965, p. 103) higher 
levels of spontaneous activity in thoseprimary auditory afferent 
neurons having lower thresholds.
Internal noise is one of the factors potentially precluding 
perfect At detection. is defined as the variability in At^, or
dichotic pulse train neural representation, affecting the CD dif­
ference distribution, when the stimulus is presented at Sensation
Level . As with J , a zero correlation of ISI variability (aT.T) y e  ISI
between channels is postulated. Then:
TOTAL NOISE, J:
The total Imperfection in At^, the At stimulus representation to 
the CD, is referred to as J. This total jitter is the sum of four 
independent variances, two external and two Internal, viz.:
J = (aZiPi + aiPi + ct2isir + a isi* (5*9>K L K L
The first two variances may be simulated by a single variance 
in physical monotic IPI, i.e., Jg 2 , The last two variances may be 
also be set equal to a single figure representing the internally-con­
tributed, SL-dependent variance, viz. J^y 2 . Therefore, the total
noise variance at the CD, J2, is the sum of the internal and external
noise variances at SLyi
J2= J 2 + J, 2 (5.10)
e iy
The present Experiment II is an undertaking to provide mean­
ingful empirical estimates of J^y for representative Sensation Levels.
THE IDEAL OBSERVER:
The 10, free of internal noise (djy =0), is presented with an
N-size sample pulse train of imperfect periodicity (J f 0). Possess-
e
ing the attributes of perfect vigilance, faultless memory, and statis­
tically optimum decision-making abilities, the 10 is limited in At 
detection by the magnitude of Jg and by the number of pulse pairs (N) 
available as a basis for each decision.
The detection task is postulated as illustrated in Pig. 5.2.
Let the X-axis be a monotonlc transformation of At as represented to
Figure 5.2
Theoretical distributions of At neural effect (At^) at the 
Coincidence Detector.
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9^the CD, viz; At.^ ,
The Y-axis is probability density. The mean of the f(x |n) 
distribution is zero. The mean of the f(x |s) distribution is 2t.
Assuming homogenity of variance, the standard deviation of both
distributions is J, as defined in Eqs. 5.9 and 5.10. With the in­
troduction of At> 0, AD stimulus leading, the f(x|n) distribution is 
shifted to the right, becoming f(x|s). The 10 must then decide wheth­
er the stimulus sample in question arose from the f(x|s) or f(x|n) 
distributions.
Given an internal stimulus representation free of both internal 
and external noise (J = 0), the 10 would detect the condition At 7s 0 
upon presentation of a single pulse pair. However, as J increases, 
the detection task becomes statistical in nature. Placement of the 
response criterion 0, becomes a necessary and critical consideration.
It is understood that, for the assigned At detection task, the 10
functions as a Maximum Percent Correct, or Seigert’s Observer (Egan,
et. al., 1962, p. 2b). Given the equal a priori probabilities of 
this study, the optimum likelihood ratio, 30pt, is calculated to a 
value of 1.00. In order to match this criterion, the 10 must shift 
his placement of galong the decision axis with At^, maintaining it 
midway between means of the f(x|n) and f(x|s) distributions.
If J f 0, the performance-limiting effect of Increased vari­
ability may be reduced through multiple observations of the At 
stimulus (N >1) prior to a decision. Analogous to the statistical 
determination of a difference between two sample means, the mean
difference, At, is divided by the standard error of the mean dif­
ference, aAt. The standard error is inversely porportional to
By definition, the 10 uses all pulse pairs presented in the 
stimulus train for a decision. The average number of pulse pairs, 
Ne, upon which any observer bases his decision, is equal to N for 
the 10. So, Eq. 5.12 may be restated as:
In the YES/NO psychophysical procedure as applied to At 
detection, given equal a priori stimulus probabilities, it is 
assumed that the 10 functions in the following manner. During an ob­
servation interval, the 10 is given a sample of size N from either 
the f(x|s) or f(x|n) distributions. If this At stimulus sample is 
noted to the right of the critical likelihood ratio, $, (Fig. 5.2) 
the 10 votes "YES". If the sample is identified to the left of 0, 
the 10 votes "NO". The difference between means of the two distribu­
tions is At^, the neural representation of At to the CD, As At is 
systematically varied, the observer produces, in effect, a distribu­
tion of Z-scores:
(5.11)
Substituting for J from Eq. 5.10:
(5.12)
(5.13)
Z = At /0£t (5.14)
As both Z and d', the index of detectability, are normally 
distributed, given a value for At, with an available estimate of 
aSt* one Pre^ ct performance:
d’pred * St/0At (5’15)
Substituting for cr^ t with Eq. 5.13,
d'pred ‘ + V ^ e 1* (5>16)
d’pred = AttNe'S) / (Je2 + V )!5 (5’17)
From Eq. 5.10:
d'pred ‘ ^ < 0 * ^  (5‘18)
Therefore, if we specify J and N, with internal noise re-
e
maining at zero in the 10, we may generate a set of Ideal Observer 
cumulative d’ distributions or d' psychometric functions for At de­
tection. Assuming a Gaussian distribution for total noise, J, use 
of the d' statistic transforms the cumulative ogival functions into 
linear functions. Substituting 20 pulse pairs per observation for 
N and J values of 0, 20, 40, 80, and 160 psec. rms, respectively,6 C
the predicted 10 d’ psychometric functions are illustrated in Fig.
5.3. Note that the predicted slope is infinite where Je is equal 
to zero. As soon as At>0, d’ approaches infinity.
An accepted estimate of the JND is a d' index of 1.00. This 
corresponds to a 75% Correct detection level in a 2 AFC psychophys­
ical procedure. Following from this, the psec. value of AT , the At
J
JND where ^ 0, is reached when At, the mean of the f(x|s) distribu-
Figure 5.3
Simulated d' At psychometric functions for an Ideal Observer 
using samples of 20 pulses per observation with various super­
imposed values of external jitter (Je), The parameter of each 
function is J£.
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is equal to a^t its standard error:
V*
AIj - °Tt <5-19)
Finally, substituting in Eq, 5.13, we have the basis for the 
AT model:
ATj = [(J 2 + (5.20)
In general,
ATj. = (J2/Ne)^  (5.21)
In the 10, J is equal to 0 and N0 is equal to N. Then, 
the only SL-dependent term disappears from Eq, 5.20:
ATJ ideal ‘
The efficiency factor, E, is defined as the ratio of ideal to 
obtained At JND's:
E - iTJidealM T J <5’23)
As the 10 performs optimally, Ng being equal to N, E is always 1.00.
It is demonstrated below, under discussion of the Real Observer, that, 
alternatively;
E = (t^/N)** (5.24)
When J f 0, the At detection decision of the 10 is based 
upon the ratio of ordinate heights of the f(x|n) and f(x|s) distribu­
tions, at the point along the likelihood ratio decision axis where 
the ideal criterion, 3Qpt, is located. The 10's placement of 30pt 
is assumed optimally based on all available information, including 
a priori stimulus probabilities and values in the payoff matrix. It 
is further given that the 10 maximizes Percent Correct detection on 
each trial.
In the ideal case the optimum 3, 30pt> equals the obtained , 
3obt, and both are equal to a value of 1.00 when P(s) = P(n) = 0.5.
In general:
3obt = f(x[s) / f (x|n) (5.25)
and
^  “ [V ■ N + V • S) P(n) J /[(V • S + V • N) P(s)] (5.26)opt n n 8 s
When costs and values are equivalent for all conditions, the 
optimum criterion is based on the ratio of a priori stimulus probabil­
ities (Green & Swets, 1966):
3opt = P(n) / PCs) (5*27)
Green, et. al. (1966) report the ability of human observers
to match and maintain ideal decision criteria near a value of unity.
Inspection of the Experiment I data (Table 4.4) reveals that the 
subjects were, in fact, capable of performing as Maximum Percent Cor­
rect Observers, optimizing and maintaining their critical values
of likelihood ratio so that (J0bt closely approximates the 0 opt of 1 .0 0.
THE REAL OBSERVER, RO:
The At detection task has been defined, for the Ideal Ob­
server, 10, in terms of the model. It is assumed that performance of 
the Real Observer, RO, is governed by the same variables, constructs 
and processes, viz:
ATt = (J2/N )l5 (5.21)
J e
or, more specifically:
ATj = I(Je2 + Jiy2) / NJ*5 (5.20)
For the RO, the conditions J-j^O and Ne<N prevail by definition. 
Given the latter inequality, according to Eq. 5.24, E<1.00, as well.
As a consequence, in order to predict AT for the RO, it is necessary
•J
to know Jg and to have estimates of J^y and either Ne or E, given N.
In Experiment I, J is 0. Therefore, from Eq. 5.20, AT t is defined in
C  J
this specific instance as AT:
AT - (5*28)
This is comparable to Eq, 5.22 for the 10.
Based on the findings of Experiment I, empirical estimates of
AT and AT for the RO will be based simply on reciprocal slopes 
J
(slopes *) of the least-squares first degree best fits to the empirical 
d’ data. Assuming B0|jt = 8opt = 1.00, and disregarding any deviation
10U
of the Y’-intercept from zero, the slope^of each function represents 
AT or AT —  the At value corresponding to a d' of 1.00.
J
By introducing the RO to the experimental condition J ^ 0,
e
his performance may be compared with that of the 10 subjected to
the same J^. Correcting for the difference between AT (where
= 0) and AT. (where J ^ 0), obtained at the same SL , the modelJ e r y'
permits isolated empirical estimations of both and Ng.
Tf is known, the rearranging of terms in Eq. 5.20 leads 
to an estimate of N^, the average number of pulse pairs used by 
the RO in arriving at a decision on the outcome of each trial:
N = (J 2 + J .2 ) / AT. (5.29)
e e iy J
In order to isolate Ne: we square Eq, 5.20:
AT. = (J 2 + J 2) / N (5.30)
J e iy e
This leads to:
At /  = (j//N ) + (J. 2/N ) (5.31)
J e e iy e
Squaring Eq. 5.28, we have:
So that:
AT2 = J. 2/N (5.32)
iy e
A t/ = (J 2/N ) + AT2 (5.33)
J e e
1 0
Rearranging terms,
(J 2/N ) = (AT 2 - AT 2) (5.34)
0 € J
Finally, we have*.
N - J 2/(AT_2 - AT2 ) (5.35)
© 6  J
That is, Ng is equal to the quotient of the external noise
variance divided by the difference between the squared At JND’s
obtained in that value of J and, at the same SL , under the ex-e * y'
ternal noise-free condition.
If we apply Eq. 5,35 to the Ideal Observer case, AT^
-♦0 (Fig. 5.3). Squaring Eq. 5.21,
AT2 = J 2/N (5.36)
ideal e
Restating Eq. 5.35:
= J„2/(AT2 t - ATjj__,2) (5*37)
Substituting,
sideal e Jideal ideal
Alternatively,
N = J 2/[J 2/N)-0] (5.38)
eideal e e
Ne = J 2/(Je2/N) <5’39>ideal e e
or
N = J 2(N)/J 2 (5.40)
eideal e e
lOd
Therefore, N is equal to N, for the 10 and,
eideal
N /N = 1.00 (5.41)
eideal
Having determined the value of N , it may be substituted in
e
Eq, 5.28 in order to derive an empirical estimate of at any SL 
where only At has been obtained. Rearranging Eq. 5.28,
Jiy = (AT) (5.42)
A test of the model arises in the experimental determination 
of an empirical value for Ne which is independent of SL, other 
factors constant. According to the model J^y, must increase in order 
to compensate the increase in size of At with decreasing SL,
The efficiency factor E has been defined as the ratio:
E = AT. /At (5.23)
' ideal J
where: J consists of only Jg for the 10; J is equal to (Je2+ 2)Jj
for the RO; and Jjq is equal to J^q . That is, E is the ratio of 
ATj.’s for Ideal and Real Observers where both are subjected to the 
same value of J.
Reiterating Eq. 5.22:
AT = (J 2/N)1'5 (5.22)
ideal 6
As J^, by definition, equals J for the 10, and as
AT. = (Jz/N )** (5.21)
J 6
AT /AT = (J^N)*5 / (J2/N )** (5.43)
ideal J e
= [(J2/N) <Ne/J2) J*2 (5.44)
= (N^N)*5 (5.45)
Thus,
E = (N^/N)^ (5.24)
Another test of the model arises in the empirical proof that 
Ng is a constant proportion, E2 of K. For example, transposing and 
squaring Eq. 5.24:
N = E2N (5.46)
e
Substituting the above in Eq. 5.21:
AT = J/ECN5) (5.47)
J
and in Eq, 5.32,
AT = J±y/E (N5) (5,48)
It is assumed, for the model, that the concept of E obtains 
only for N<1 kHz, the upper limits for A(f> perception according to 
Klumpp et, al, (1956) and Zwislocki, et. al. (1956). A 1.00 second 
maximum integration time for N is also assumed. Therefore, the 
model is deemed potentially applicable only to those At stimulus
conditions with frequencies lower than 1 kHz and critical durations,
Xt> of 1.00 second or less.
It is conceivable that an interaction exists between the RO and 
type of At stimulus. For example, because of the difference in degree 
of definition of the ongoing At cue, one might assume a lower value of 
E with a pure tone stimulus presented in a burst of N cycles, than with 
a pulse train stimulus consisting of N pulse pairs. A noise burst, with 
its transient, high amplitude peaks, might be more comparable to the 
latter.
J^y is assumed to be the standard deviation of both the f(x|n) 
and f(x|s) distributions when At stimuli free of Je are presented at 
SLy. It may be stated in a number of ways, viz.; as in Eq. 5.48, 
transposed:
Jiy = AT[E(N^)] (5.49)
Alternatively, as in Eq. 5.42:
= (AT)N ** (5.42)
iy e
Or, empirically, substituting Eq. 5.35 for Ng in the above:
Jiy => (AT) [Je2/(ATj2 -AT2) I*5 (5.50)
The critical value of likelihood ratio used by the RO (80bt)
may be calculated from the data. As described by Green, et. al.
(1966, p. 91), B , may be obtained by converting the a posteriori 
obt
values of P(s|s) and P(s|n) to equivalent ordinate heights of a
normal distribution. Then,
3obt = f(x|s)/f(f|n) (5.25)
Based on the results of Experiment I, given P(s) = P(n) = 0.5 in Ex­
periment II, it is assumed that the RO's will continue to approximate
closely the ideal criterion, 3 = 1.0 0.
opt
THE PSYCHOPHYSICAL FUNCTION;ATj/jg:
In order to describe the psychophysical relationship between
AT and J , one must first consider the internal noise-free Ideal Ob- 
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server case, where:
AT = (J 2/N)1s (5.22)
ideal e
This simplifies to:
AT = J /N2 (5.51)
ideal e
To calculate the desired ratio, we divide both sides of Eq.
5.51 by J :
ATt /J = 1/N2 (5.52)
ideal e
AT /J = N-*5 (5.53)
ideal 6
In the 10, the value of AT is a constant proportion, N_Js, of
J
Je. The resulting psychophysical function is linear, intersecting the 
Y-axis at Jg = 0, with a slope of N-35. Given the conditions of N = 20 
and the J£ values resulting in the 10 psychometric functions illustrated
10o
in Figs. 5.3, it may be shown that the resulting At /J func-
Jideal 6
tion rises linearly with a slope of (20)“% or .224.
An equivalent display may be plotted for the Real Observer. 
However, with the introduction of a non-zero value for J. in Eq.
iy H
(5.20):
A ^  = [(Je 2 + Jly2)/NeJiS (5.20)
the psychometric function, ^T^/J^, is no longer linear, but hyper­
bolic, asymptotically dependent upon J at a given SL . In fact,
e y
it may be shown that, for a constant value of Ne , or its equivalent,
E2N, (Eq. 5.46) all such psychophysical functions obtained from the
RO will tend toward the same asymptotic slope which is Ne“%. As
J 2-*» in Eq. 5.20, e
t'
at = (J 2/N )!* (5.54)
J e e
Therefore;
J e e
C_/J - N J e e
In general, for the RO;
ATt/J s (1/N )** (5.55)
AT. « _Js (5.56)
AT /J - l/E(NJs) (5.57)
J 6
A "NEURAL" WEBER FRACTION, N
e
While developed independently, the foregoing treatment of
10/
N _3S is similar to the derivation of a "neural" Weber constant by e J
Stewart (1963). He discusses neural pulse noise in a theoretical 
treatise on the role of neural noise in discrimination and recog­
nition in a noise-free external environment. Stewart (1963) de­
fines a "neural" Weber fraction as:
cr/m “ yjk. (5.58)
k is defined as the average rate per second of time-limited 
pulses; m is the "neural measure for the stimulus"; and CT is the 
"corresponding measure of uncertainty due to noise...The measure of 
neural discrimination". He states further, "It is implied that animal 
discrimination improves with stimulus intensity because the neural 
Weber fraction decreases as k~ ".
THE MODEL, PROOF BY VALIDATION OF ITS CONSTRUCTS:
The present study, comprised of Experiments I and II, has been 
devised in order to test the values and validity of the constructs of 
the model. The following variables and constructs will be arrived at 
andexamined critically, through an integration of the outcomes of Ex­
periment I and II, in Chapter VIII, and IX:
AT Obtained in Experiment I, this At JND has been
shown to increase with decreasing SL below 
asymptote. Furthermore, as predicted, it may 
be adequately represented by the reciprocal 
slope of the d' psychometric function, best-
10J
fitted by method of line of least-squares to 
the empirical data points.
SQbt: It has been preliminary demonstrated in Ex­
periment I that each of the three subjects is 
able to approximate $opt (Table 4.4) with such' 
a degree of accuracy as to obviate the necessity 
for attributing any significant basic performance 
deficiency to this construct. In essence, the 
RO's appear to function as Maximum Percent Ob­
servers, given the conditions of this experiment.
ATji To be determined in Experiment II through the
fitting of d* psychometric functions by linear 
least-squares method of best fit at the three 
SL's previously selected for Experiment I.
Values of Jg, large enough to affect discrimina­
tion performance at each SL, will be superim­
posed on the stimulus. If the model is supported, 
all functions will be naturally fitted by straight 
lines, radiating from the origin and decreasing 
in slope with increasing Jg. The At JND, corre­
sponding to a d* 1.00 is given by:
ATt = f(J 2 + J, z) /N ]** (5.20)
J e iy e
In general,
d' . - At(N ^)/(J 2+ J. z)** pred v e ' v e iy
(5.17)
10d
A  statistical comparison will be made be­
tween the RO's performance and that pre­
dicted by the model for the 10 operating 
with the empirically determined values of 
and Ne> The only empirical data used 
in predicting all AT functions will be the 
three values of AT, one obtained for each 
Sensation Level in Experiment I, and a single
value of AT secured in the condition J_ =
J e
160 ysec. at the High Sensation Level in Ex­
periment II. All remaining ATj functions 
should be accurately predicted by the model.
Ng: The average number of pulse pairs per decision
used by the RO will be empirically determined 
by application of Eq. 5.35 to the Experiment 
I and II data:
N = J /(AT/ - AT2 ) (5.35)
e e J
Nominally, J£ will be adjusted to the maximum 
value of 160 ysec. with AT and AT determined
J
at the High Sensation Level. If, as predicted, 
Ne is a constant proportion of N for each sub­
ject, viz., E2 then J^y may be accurately es­
timated for each SL„
y •
110
The Sensation Level-dependent internal noise,
J^y, will be empirically estimated as follows:
J, - (AT) N ** (5.42)
iy e
If the model is correct, J^y must increase in 
order to compensate for At increasing with de­
creasing SL below asymptote.
Ne_3S The asymptotic slopes of the ATj/Jg psycho­
physical functions empirically derived from 
Experiment II should correspond to Ne~% for 
each subject, regardless of SL.
Finally, in Chapter IX, the model will be applied, a poste­
riori, to existing AT data reported in the literature in order to 
test the following features:
1. The proportionality of At to N-)s, when stimulus 
duration is held constant.
2. The proportionality of AT to Xt"^, when stimulus 
frequency is held constant.
3. The generality and range of J^y for predicting 
other AT results.
4. The independence of E from frequency up to 1 kHz.
5. The generality of E for predicting other AT results.
I l l
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CHAPTER VI 
EXPERIMENT II: BACKGROUND
Experiment II was carried out with two goals. The first is a 
systematic exploration into the effects of pulse train periodicity 
jitter (J^) on At . The second is to estimate internal noise levels
(J^) affecting the At detection task at each SL. These J levels
are empirically determined through the model described in Chapter V.
The validity of this approach to internal noise is examined in a 
number of ways. For example, the experimentally derived J values 
are used as fitting constants in the model to predict AT performance 
for each subject in varying backgrounds of Je- These results are 
reported in Chapter VIII.
In Chapter IX, the estimates, derived from the present study, 
are used to predict results of previously reported investigations of 
AT with stimuli other than a 20-pps train of dichotic pulses. These 
studies Include Klumpp et al. (1956) and Zwislocki et al. (1956) on 
A(j> detection with dichotic tone burst stimuli, as well as Zerlin
(1959) on At ongoing disparity detection with dichotic noise bursts.
The magnitude of empirical values is also compared with internal
temporal noise estimates derived by other investigators.
APPROACH TO THE PROBLEM:
The approach of this study to estimating internal noise —  by 
increasing external noise until an effect on discrimination perform­
ance is noted —  was suggested by the work of Bekesy (1933) on 
physiological decay time for auditory stimuli. Green (1960) examined
the feasibility of estimating internal noise, assuming its additivity 
with external noise at the input stage. Based on the results of a 
tone-in-noise detection experiment, Green (1960, p. 1202) concludes 
negatively:
"But, of course, such an assumption can immed­
iately be rejected since no shift in the psycho­
physical function can account for the data dis­
played in the figure."
Pollack (1968b), in one of his earlier articles on discrimina­
tion of absolute and relative pulse periodicity jitter, suggested an 
approach similar to that of Green (1960) for estimating "internal 
system jitter". Specifically, Pollack advocated increasing the 
value of external jitter until a change in observer discrimination 
performance had been effected. However, as in the case of Green
(1960), Pollack's data did not support a consistent conclusion. He 
states (1968b, p. 314):
"Are we to conclude that the temporal precision 
of the auditory system plays no limiting role in 
the determination of auditory jitter thresholds?
While this conclusion may seem to be reasonable 
on the basis of the available evidence, it is 
neither realistic nor attractive."
EXTERNAL TEMPORAL NOISE AND AUDITION:
The imposition of Jg upon a pulse train At detection task was 
developed independently by this investigator (Grason-Stadler 
Corporation, personal correspondence, 1965) as a means of estimating 
internal temporal noise. A formal topic proposal for the present 
study was filed with the City University of New York in November,
1967. A review of the psychoacoustic literature reveals only four 
other investigators or investigative teams reporting research on J^, 
beginning in 1965 and continuing through the time of preparation of 
this chapter.
The earliest published report is by A. Rosenberg (1966), He was 
concerned with the effects of periodicity perturbation on the dif­
ferential detection of diotically presented heteropolar and homo- 
polar pulse patterns. Seven pulse periods ranged from 5 through 15 
msec. He subjected trains of unfiltered 50-msec.-duration rectan­
gular pulses to 12 rms values of ranging from approximately 375 
|jsec. to 4,125 |jsec. Jitter was produced by modulating the duration 
of a constant slope ramp function, with either a 20-kHz low-pass 
random noise or a 10-kHz sine wave, in a Schmitt trigger circuit.
This resulted in a random time shift of the pulse trigger point 
without altering the average period.
Rosenberg's findings pose some difficulty for systematic inter­
pretation in light of the present study. For example, his psycho­
metric functions, of number of "different" judgements as a function 
of Je, were non-monotonic. In addition, there was no limit placed 
on the number of stimulus observations permitted each subject prior 
to a decision.
Minimum values of Jg affecting discrimination ranged from 1,000 
to 1,500 jisec., with some dependence on pulse polarity paradigm.
The Je JND tended to be independent of pulse period within the range 
explored. However, as stimulus sample size was unlimited, at the 
subject's discretion, this latter result is not at odds with the
model. Rosenberg (1966, p. 927) indicates that for interpulse
intervals larger than 15 msec, the pulse train polarity patterns
were nondiscriminable without J .------- e
Subsequent published references on pulse train jitter, with the 
exception of Nordmark (1970), are but peripherally relevant to the 
present study. Consequently, only brief mention will be given them.
The J£ research of Cardozo, Ritsma, Domburg, and Neelen (1966), 
published in a Dutch-language reference of limited circulation, is 
cited by Pollack (1968b). Jitter was generated in a manner similar 
to that used by Rosenberg (1965). According to Pollack, they exam­
ined jitter discrimination thresholds for two interpulse intervals,
3 and 10 msec., filtering at different center frequencies over a 
wide range of durations. Pollack (1968b) —  correcting for his jit­
ter calibration in semirange of a uniform distribution, while Cardozo 
et al. (1966) recorded jitter in standard deviation units of a normal 
distribution —  reports good agreement between the two studies.
Cardozo and Ritsma (1968) report briefly on each of five dif­
ferent experiments concerned with the perception of imperfect 
periodicity. Their Experiment II is a study on the effect of 
Gaussian jitter on pitch matching for differentially filtered 100- 
and 333-pps trains. Individual differences among four subjects were 
considerable (Cardozo et al., 1968, p. 161). A relative jitter of 
5% marked the lower limit of influence on pitch matching for the 
100-pps train, while less than 1% relative jitter affects discrimi­
nation with the 333-pps repetition rate. Amplifying the findings of 
his 1968 study, Cardozo (1970, p. 341) notes that subjects heard no
pulse train periodicity pitch, and were unable to perform pitch 
matching with acceptable accuracy, when the jitter exceeded 10 to 
20%.
In the third experiment of five, Cardozo et al. (1968) report 
the effect of burst duration on the relative JND for jitter, at the 
two prf's mentioned above. They note (1968, p. 161) that:
"...the shorter the duration, D, the more diffi­
culty one has in perceiving jitter. In fact, the 
just noticeable jitter rises slightly more steeply 
than inversely proportional to the duration D.
With long durations, the just noticeable jitter 
gradually levels off. The transition is somewhere 
in the region of 0.1 second."
It should be noted that the basic statistical principles of the 
present model may be construed to apply to Jg detection per se. In 
the model, where D is equivalent to Xfc, the function, described in 
the paragraph above, would rise less steeply than inversely propor-
-htional to D, viz., as D . This is based on the assumption that D 
varies proportionally with the number of pulses, M, while the 
observer functions in a statistical decision-making manner. The 
model’s prediction is supported by the findings of Pollack (1968f) 
for low-frequency pulse rates. Both the 3- and 10-msec. periods of 
Cardozo et al. (1968) broach the 2-through-8-msec. range that 
Pollack (1969b, p. 1023) defines for intermediate pulse frequencies.
Cardozo and Neelen (1968), in another unseen,Dutch-language, 
reference cited by Pollack (1970), demonstrated differential effects 
of "harmonic and anharmonic filtering" on jitter detection.
Cardozo (1970) presents the results of two experiments on the
psychophysical interaction of random amplitude masking and Gaussian 
jitter in diotic pulse trains. Periods ranged from 2.5 to 20 msec. 
In his first study Cardozo (1970) demonstrates that a 10-to-20% 
relative jitter renders inaudible a pulse train, in a masked back­
ground, previously heard when unjittered.
His second study, on two subjects, demonstrates a linear rela­
tionship, beyond the extended flat toe of each psychophysical 
function, between log relative jitter and a uniquely referenced 
signal-to-noise ratio. The average slope of his functions, across 
two subjects and four repetition rates, is -0.78. That is, the 
relative Jg JND increases as S/N ratio decreases. Cardozo (1970), 
through some questionable assumptions on the nature of the transfer 
function of amplitude noise to time jitter, proceeds to estimate 
internal temporal noise levels based on his data. These findings 
are discussed in the next section of this chapter.
The first publications of Pollack, on pulse train periodicity 
perturbation, appeared in 1968. His jitter-generating system, 
producing a uniform, rather than Gaussian, distribution of Je> was 
digital in microstructure. Both pulse stimuli and Jg were generated 
by a PDP-8 computer. The same device was also programmed to present 
the pulse trains in a 2- or 4-AFC paradigm, varying parameters 
according to an appropriate adaptive psychophysical procedure.
Pollack's studies are far too complex for individual summary in 
this thesis. A listing of his topics for detailed investigation 
includes the following:
1. The absolute and relative JND's for pulse train jitter of various 
rates and durations (1968b, 1969a).
2. The effects of masking noise and pulse amplitude level on jitter 
detection (1969b).
3. The effects of jitter on diotic temporal gap detection (1968a, 
1969c).
4. The effect of jitter on detection of dichotic gaps and pulse 
polarity shifts (1968f).
5. The effect of jitter on diotic interpulse interval discrimina­
tion (1968c, 1968d, 1968e).
6 . The JND for jitter, as a function of uniform or random walk 
distribution of interval perturbations (1969d).
7. The effect of high, low, and band pass filtering on detection 
(1971a).
8 . The relative roles of time jitter and amplitude jitter in Jg 
detection and the vector addition nature of their interaction (1971b).
Pollack's results are complex functions of pulse repetition fre­
quency, pulse polarity paradigm, nature of the jitter distribution, 
number of pulses per observation, number of observations per deci­
sion, amplitude level, and frequency band limits of both pulse 
signal and background masking noise. It is not possible to summar­
ize his findings in any consistent manner.
In general, however, minimum J JND's are on the order of 0.1%
e
of the pulse period for long duration, high repetition rate, pulse 
trains with significant energy present in the most audible frequency 
range of 1 kHz to 2 kHz. Throughout his series of Investigations 
Pollack continues to hold his original position favoring a spectral, 
rather than temporal, basis for the exquisitely fine JND's 
(1968b, p. 308):
"The temporal precision of the auditory system, in 
contrast to its precision of spectral analysis, 
appears to be insufficient to account for minimal 
jitter thresholds."
Assaying Pollack's findings, it is this author's opinion that 
conclusive evidence remains to be adduced against a role for 
temporal processing in Jg detection, especially in the lower pulse 
frequency range; i.e., less than 100 pps. One may construe a 
successful application of the present model to the Experiment II J^ 
data as evidence of a temporal basis for low frequency pulse rate Jg 
processing in the auditory system.
Perhaps the finding of Pollack which is most relevant to the 
present study is his own conclusion supporting a statistical model 
for Jg detection (1968e, p. 968):
"Acute auditory-jitter thresholds— less than 1 psec.
— are obtained at high pulse frequencies. Since in­
dividual units of the auditory nerve demonstrate a 
variability of the order of 1 msec., such precise 
jitter thresholds are probably due to a preneural, 
spectral analysis of the signal, rather than to a 
strictly temporal analysis upon the neural'mess- 
age'. A related finding is the greater effect on 
jitter thresholds of the number of interpulse inter­
vals at high pulse frequencies. At low pulse
frequencies, [period > 8 msec.] jitter thresholds
are nearly inversely proportional to the square 
root of the number of interpulse intervals (IPl's) 
as might be expected from a statistical detector. 
At higher pulse frequencies, thresholds change at 
even a faster rate than a statistical detector as 
a function of the number of IPl's, The results 
weakly suggest that operations beyond statistical 
averaging might be effective for the discrimina­
tion of jitter at high pulse frequencies."
Nordmark (1970), providing neither experimental detail nor sup­
plementary reference, presents (Fig. 9.1) the results of two studies 
comparing the effects of jitter on the AT for dichotic pulse trains 
and pitch discrimination for monotic pulse trains, both of unstated 
frequency.
Personal correspondence (Nordmark, 1971) reveals that these data 
were obtained in an unpublished 1962 study. Concerning the design 
for his jitter generator, Nordmark (1971) says:
"...the randomness was achieved by adding noise to a 
triangular wave that triggered a pulse generator. I 
then had to estimate the sigma by sampling the time 
intervals (100) and compute it at a later time."
Nordmark (1970) fits the same linear 2.5 slope to the data, de­
scribing the relationship between jitter standard deviation and JND 
for both pitch and lateralization. The present model would predict 
such a linear relationship once the external noise effectively 
"swamped" the internal noise floor. However, the lack of informa­
tion on pulse repetition frequencies used by Nordmark (1970) 
precludes further comment. His findings, "which were based on 
altogether too few trials" (Nordmark, 1971), will be presented,
relative to the present study, in Chapter IX.
ESTIMATES OF INTERNAL TEMPORAL NOISE:
Pollack (1968b) reviews the literature on physiological measure­
ments of single-unit neural temporal instability. Among the most 
relevant findings cited is the work of Kiang (1965). In his 1965 
monograph Kiang graphically demonstrates first-order auditory-unit 
standard deviations for pulse train stimuli between 500 and 1,000 
Usee. Pollack (1968b) points up the incongruity between single-unit 
variability, on this order of magnitude, and his minimum-jitter 
JND's in the one-to-two-ysec. range.
hEphaptic transmission may limit a strict N reduction in stand­
ard deviation of the sample mean temporal input to a central 
Auditory Coincidence Detector from parallel nerve fibers responding 
to a click stimulus. However, one may anticipate some reduction, as 
postulated in the model, over that of a single unit responding to the 
same stimulus. It Is not inconceivable that the combined parallel 
and serial inputs from the auditory neural pathways may be responsi­
ble for jitter JND's two orders of magnitude below the standard 
deviation of a single unit.
A small number of psychophysical estimates of internal temporal 
noise, derived by various means, have appeared in the literature.
The earliest published estimate of internal noise was given by 
Durlach (1963) as a fitting constant to his Equalization-Cancellation
model for interaural JND's. He sets the single-channel rms error at
u
105 ysec. The combined two-channel error, viz., 105 X (2) , is
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reported as 150 ysec. The latter figure is analogous to J in the 
present model but is independent of Sensation Level. Durlach (1966) 
uses this internal noise value in his E-C model to predict the pure 
tone AT results of Klumpp et al. (1956) and Zwislocki et al. (1956). 
He achieves reasonable accuracy for frequencies below 1 kHz.
The complexities of E-C model rule out any realistic comparison 
with the present model. Schenkel (1967, p. 23), proposing an 
"Accumulation Theory" of binaural masked thresholds, described 
Durlach's (1963) model in the following terms:
"The inhomogeneity of the EC model and the consider­
able mathematical operations that are necessary to 
compute the masked thresholds make it rather complex 
and do not satisfy the desire of [sic] a simple 
model to describe all binaural-masked thresholds."
Houtgast and Plomp (1968) arrive at 110 ysec. as an empirically 
determined estimate of the standard deviation of the central "stimu­
lation pattern" for binaural inputs. They investigated the At JND 
for a gated octave band of white noise centered about 500 Hz, both 
in quiet and in a background of uncorrelated but similarly filtered, 
continuous dichotic noise, incorporating a constant 400-ysec. delay. 
This last feature resulted in a veridical separation of the two noise 
band images. Noise burst duration was a key variable in their study. 
They achieve an 80-ysec. internal noise figure for a single channel, 
based on a minimum obtained AT of 9 ysec. with a 300-msec. burst of 
500-Hz octave band noise (Fig. 9.3c).
Concerning derivation of this estimate, Houtgast et al. (1968, 
p. 811) state:
"The stimulus, being an octave band of noise 
around 500 Hz, contains 150 'periods' in 300 
msec, and, consequently, the lateral position 
for the stimulus duration should be considered 
to be built up by averaging 150 information 
units. The statistical inaccuracy in each of 
them, Si/1, is then equal to 9/150 = 100 [sic] 
ysec. So £ is about 80 ysec."
This estimate of "statistical inaccuracy" appears to be indepen­
dent of Sensation Level. The derivation of (s/3) may be compared 
with that for in the present model, viz.:
J, = (AT) N *£. (5.42)
iy c
Paraphrasing Houtgast et al*» above, we have:
s/l = (AT) N_\  (6.1)
where N is the number of "periods" in the noise burst. It should be 
pointed out that in the above quotation 9/150 would correctly equal 
110, not the published figure of 10 0.
Another approach to estimating rms internal time noise is found 
in the work of Cardozo (1970), cited above. He reports the effects 
of white noise masking on rms jitter detectability thresholds using 
pulse trains with periods of 2, 5, 5, 10, and 20 msec. He incor­
porates a number of questionable assumptions on the transfer func­
tion relating amplitude noise to time noise. Then he proceeds to 
mathematically demonstrate that the temporal jitter, resulting from 
direct mixing of a pulse train with rms random amplitude noise, must 
be proportional to that amplitude, provided that the peak signal-to-
rms-noise ratio is significantly greater than unity. Pollack (1971) 
subsequently suggests a vector interaction between amplitude jitter 
and time jitter in pulse trains.
Cardozo (1970) arrives at multiple estimates of internal noise, 
varying as a function of pulse repetition frequency but independent 
of SL. Specifically, his prf-dependent internal noise estimates 
are: 800 |jsec. at 50 pps, 80 |jsec. at 100 pps, 25 jasec. at 200 pps,
and 15 |jsec. at 40 pps. This approach is logically inconsistent 
with the model proposed in Chapter V.
In a published discussion of Cardozo's (1970) research, Smooren 
burg (1970, p. 348) briefly cites his own Af JND experiment with pul 
trains:
"...by jittering the pulses externally and measuring 
the increase of just-noticeable difference it is 
possible to obtain an estimate of the internal jit­
ter. And, in accordance with the preceding, I found 
that the internal jitter depends on the repetition 
frequency rather than on the filter frequency (70 
;isec. for 200 Hz and 35 |jsec. for 400 Hz). I did 
not find a significant contribution from peripheral 
internal jitter of, for example, the detection me­
chanism; a jitter which is expected to be related to 
the place of detection at the basilar membrane or to 
the filter frequency. However, electrophysio logical data 
suggests that the peripheral jitter cannot be of 
minor importance because it is certainly not a 
magnitude smaller than the estimates of 70 ^sec. and 
35 [isec. which I obtained for the whole process."
None of the reports cited above ascribes an SL«dependence 
to internal noise. The last two studies (Cardozo, 1970; Smoorenburg 
1970) imply a direct dependence of internal noise on pulse repe­
tition frequency. The present model assumes that J^y is dependent
upon SL and independent of pulse repetition frequency at 
a given SL. All the above-reported estimates will be compared 
with those derived from Experiment II in Chapter IX.
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CHAPTER VII
EXPERIMENT II: INSTRUMENTATION AND PROCEDURES
With the addition of components necessary for Jg generation and 
control, the basic equipment for Experiment II is essentially that 
used in Experiment I, as described in Chapter II. The system arti­
culation, outlined below, is referred to the block diagram (Fig.
2.2) in Chapter II. The psychophysical method for Experiment II is 
the same as in Experiment II, described in Chapter III, with the 
exceptions noted below. The Experiment II stimulus paradigms are 
illustrated in Fig. 7#1. These may be compared with the Experiment 
I paradigms shown in Chapter III, Fig. 3.2. Although Experiments I 
and II are treated separately in this thesis, data collection was 
randomly interspersed for both studies.
SYSTEM ARTICULATION:
On those Experiment II runs where J£ ^ 0, the jitter generation- 
and-control circuitry was activated. These components are illus­
trated in the lower left-hand corner of Fig. 2.2, The 20-kHz low- 
pass output of a Grason-Stadler 455B random noise generator was 
further frequency-limited below 100 Hz through an Allison 2BR fil­
ter. This effectively ruled out the possibility of supernumerary 
pulses being triggered during the 0 observation trials.
The filter output was then amplified through a B&K Model 2112 
audio spectrometer functioning as an extremely low-noise, wide-band 
amplifier (2 Hz - 40 kHz). Noise voltage levels were monitored at 
the amplifier output with a B&K 2416 rms VTVM. Through a dual
Figure 7,1
Graphically simulated relationships for the AXA paradigm
pulse Inputs to AD and AS in Experiment II; Jg f 0.
A. S- condition; "blank11 trial.
B. S+ condition; At lead to AD.
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transformer circuit, the amplifier output was then floated, stepped- 
up in voltage, and mixed with the 10 msec, duration sawtooth ramp 
of Waveform Generator (WG) 2. The WG 2 ramp function was triggered 
by WG 1 at the basic 50 msec, stimulus period. In turn, it trig­
gered pulses for the AS or channel.
The result of this articulation was a continuous low frequency 
random noise modulation of the DC-biased WG 2 ramp. This shifted the 
AS channel IPI about a mean of 50 msec., randomly in time, proportional 
to the noise input voltage. A strict 20 pps repetition rate was main­
tained through the highest level of ^e^emax = |isec. rms. The 
AD interpulse interval and pulse repetition frequency remained constant 
throughout the experiment.
7 . t- J CALIBRATION:' e
In addition to the Experiment I calibration procedures previously 
outlined, the following operations were used to transfer rms modulating 
noise voltages to equivalent Jg values in |jsec.. The degree of normal 
approximation was established for the distribution of AS channel IPI 
perturbations. All components are listed as labelled in Fig. 2.2.
The EPUT, in an A-B timing mode, triggered "on" at the start of
each WG 1 ramp. WG 1 dictated the 50 msec, base period to both the AS
J channel (WG 2) and the AD At channel (WG 3). Ramp durations for 
e
WG's 2 and 3 were 10 msec, and 5 msec., respectively. The EPUT was 
triggered "off" at onset of the PC 1 output. PG 1 was calibrated to 
trigger near mid-ramp, 4.00 msec, from the simultaneous start of the 
WG 1 50 msec, ramp and WG 2 10 msec. ramp. This A-B interval was 
read every 6 seconds to the nearest 10 |jsec.. This last value was the
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smallest measurement unit in time available on the Beckman 7350 A EPUT. 
Trial-by-trial readouts were hand-recorded in four blocks of 100 IPl's 
each. Modulating noise input voltages were randomized among blocks in 
6 dB steps from .0625 volts rms, through 2.00 volts rms. Noise meas­
urements were made as described above.
In order to estimate the system noise floor, 4 blocks of 100 IPl's 
were collected with an equivalent pure resistance substituting for the 
noise generator. The obtained instrumentation artifact of Je was 
calculated at 3.3 (jsec. In Experiment I, where Je = 0, these additional 
components were disconnected, resulting in an oscilloscopically-observed 
improvement in stability over the above variability (Fig. 2.4). Appli­
cation of the above measurement procedure to the Experiment I instrumental 
noise floor resulted in no deviations noted outside the 10 |jsec. minimum 
unit of the EPUT; i.e. range <f ,+ 5 ^ec..
Random deviations in the 50 msec, base period of WG 1 were estimated 
on the same order of magnitude as those intrinsic to the channel, and 
therefore of no significance to the experiment. This entailed a poten­
tial error in period on the order of 10“^ percent, common to both 
channels.
Table 7,1 summarizes the block data analysis on sample Jg values 
used in Experiment II, as well as the Je system noise floor. Lesser 
modulating noise voltages than 0.25 volts, (Jg = 20 (jsec.) were de­
termined, by preliminary investigation, to have no observable effects 
on slopes of the steepest AT psychometric functions. Voltages sig­
nificantly greater than 2.00 volts (160 p.sec.) resulted in the trigger­
ing of supernumerary pulses.
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Table 7.1
100Hz low-pass rms noise voltage transformation to Je (a) in ysec. Each 
block contains 100 intervals from the basic PRF trigger point to the Jg 
channel pulse sampled every 6 seconds, x2 values are computed against 
the normal distribution over thirteen 1/2 o intervals within the range 
+ 3.25 a, d.f. = 12.
PARAMETER BLOCK 1 BLOCK 2 BLOCK 3 BLOCK 4 BLOCK 1-4
01 X 4000.10 4000.10 4002.00 3999.60 4000.45
1 a2 6.99 8.99 16.00 7.84 10.80
a 2.64 3.00 4.00 2.80 3.29
sk .43 .27 1.50 - 1.39 0.86
k 11.26 8.09 .25 9.10 5.85
X 3997.90 3998.10 3999.00 4001.10 3999.03
a2 470.59 319.39 509.00 439.79 436.30
0.25 a 21.69 17.87 22.56 20.97 20.89
volts sk .39 - .35 - 0.12 - 0.00 0.02
rms k - 0.23 0.26 0.41 - 0.19 0.05
x2 27.79 13.63 18.69 8.87 15.20
P <.01 NS NS NS NS
X 4001.40 3996.20 4000.10 4004.90 4000.65
a 2 1764.04 1619.56 1450.99 1274.99 1537.08
0.50 cr 42.00 40.24 38.09 35.71 39.21
volts sk .20 .16 .58 .21 0.06
rms k .55 .68 .83 .33 - 0.14
x2 16.34 12.90 31.80 9.55 30.20
P NS NS <•01 NS <.01
X 4002.70 4003.50 4003.00 4001.40 4002.65
a2 5449.71 8646.75 6705.00 6698.04 6875.48
1.00 a 73.82 92.99 81.88 81.84 82.92
volts sk - .16 - .19 .10 .23 - 0.15
rms k - .10 - .11 - .49 .13 - 0.07
x2 6.45 11.32 5.29 12.52 14.57
P NS NS NS NS NS
X 4016.60 4003.70 4001.30 4000.60 4005.55
a2 30702.44 26145.31 22981.31 23703.64 25925.20
2.00 a 175.22 161.70 151.60 153.96 161.01
volts sk .12 .15 - .12 .12 0.00
rms k - .50 - .28 .33 .68 0.02
x2 7.66 8.92 13.48 21.67 5.05
P NS NS NS P< .05 NS
I3i
Block means cluster closely about the median interval of 4000.00 
lisec.. Variance, standard deviation, skewness, and kurtosis are pre­
sented for individual blocks of 100 IPl's and for the total of 400
intervals at each level of J . These parameters were calculated from
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the hand-recorded samples with the aid of a general descriptive statis­
tical computer program. From the data in Table 7.1, it is evident that 
the transformation of rms voltage to rms time is linear, even for IPI 
samples as small in number as 100.
Two additional analyses of Je IPI samples were carried out. The 
first described symmetry of the distribution as a function of At.
The second assessed the IPI distributions' approximation to a Gaussian 
form. Figure 7.2 illustrates the AS channel IPI distributions as a 
function of Jg. A 10 minute train of unfiltered 100 |jsec. pulses 
was delivered in the AS channel to a 100 channel PAR model TDH 9 
analog averager. Each baseline represents 1.00 msec, total time,
100 |isec. per division, 10 (isec. per bin. The averager time constant 
remained at 5.0 seconds. Symmetry about the mean of each distribution 
is demonstrated for the four values of J0 used in Experiment II.
The above procedure was then modified by using the AD channel pulse 
output to shift the averager sweep trigger point by At at a rate of once 
per second. Jhe joint interaction of J0 and At can be seen in Figs.
7.3 through 7.6 . It may be observed that shifts in At have no influence 
on relative symmetry of the distributions.
Finally, the original IPI sample calibration data were subjected 
to a computer-run Chi Square test against the normal distribution.
Table 7.1, mentioned above, contains the Chi Square values and asso­
ciated probabilities for each of the levels used in Experiment II.
The IPI data were arrayed in 1/2 a steps with a dr 3.25 ct limit. Table
Figure 7,2
Distributions of J in the AS channel photographed from
e
oscilloscope displays of 100-channel analog averager 
output. Distributions include area beneath 100 psec, 
duration rectangular pulse; prf = 20 pps.
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Figures 7,3 - 7.6
Averager-simulated responses to At where 0. Parameter of each
figure is Je a f(At). The 100-channel analog averager output is dis­
played on an oscilloscope, 100 usee./division.
Fig. 7.3 Jg = 20 usee. rms.
1 '/
J Fig. 7.A J = 40 ysec. rms.
Fig. 7.5 Jg = 80 |jsec. rms.
Fig, 7.6 Jg =160 |jsec. rms.
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7.2 is a sample printout of the computer-run Chi Square test. Figure
7.7 is a representative sample from a series of computer-generated
IPI histograms. Both Table 7.2 and Fig. 7.7 represent 400 IPI's
with 2.00 volts rms input (160 (isec,). All J distribution samples
e
are good approximations to the normal.
METHODS AND PROCEDURES:
Psychophysical methods and operational procedures used in 
Experiment XI are essentially those described in Chapter II for 
Experiment I. Runs were carried out in sequences of related At values 
under a single combination of SL and Je. For example, a typical Experi­
ment II session might consist of five At values run at the 10 dB SL with 
•T = 80 (isec.. A minimum of one orientation run was given at the start 
of each session and upon change in the prevailing conditions of SL and
7-J/ J . Calibration checks of At, IPI and J were made before, after, and
e e
where possible, during each run.
Subjects SLS, RFS, and JEB, participated in both experiments. Each 
was well-practiced and run to asymptote of performance at all combina­
tions of SL and Je prior to formal data collection.
As in Experiment I, subjects centered the intracranial pulse image, 
at the appropriate SL, with Je = 0. They were instructed to attend to the 
stimulus during the LISTEN interval, noting whether or not the image 
shifted to the right of midline during the X sub-interval of the AXA 
observation interval. The Experiment II s+ and s- paradigms are schem­
atized in Fig. 7.1. However, when the Jg and SL combinations resulted
in,a perceptibly fluctuating midline image, subjects were requested to 
judge whether or not the image shifted to the right, on the average, 
more during the X sub-interval than during the immediately surrounding
- M l )
Figure 7.7
Representative digital computer-generated Z-score histogram 
of 400-interval sample J distribution for 2.00 Volts rms 
input (Je = 160 ysec). Analysis interval is 0.5 a; range:
+ 3.25 <7; = 161.01 ysec.
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X Against.jt Normal Distribution for 3 & = 160 usee. Z-Score Sample Distribution (Fig. 7.7).
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A sub-intervals.
This task was mastered by the subjects with a high relative con­
sistency. Examination of the raw data point distributions, among the 
sets of four runs of 50 trials, revealed a typical range of + 0.5 d' 
units for each At value. Scatter among runs, at a single At value ten­
ded to be greater at lower SL's and with larger values of J .
e
Data are presented in Chapter VIIII. Each run consisted of 10 
orientation and 50 data trials. Each data point consisted on four 
such runs by YES/NO method, P(s) = 0.5, in an AXA paradigm. Table 7.3 
represents the Sensation Levels and Jg values for each of the three 
subjects participating in Experiment II.
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Combinat ions
Relative
Sensation
Level
HIGH
MEDIUM
Table 7.3
of Je and Sensation Level used for Each Subject in 
Experiment II.
Subject Subject Subject
SLS JEB RFS
SL J SL J SL Je e e
60 dB 20 |jsec. 40 dB 20 ^ec. 60 dB —
40 40 40
80 80 80
160 160 160
40 dB 40 Msec. 2Q dB 4Q Usec. 40 dB 40
80 80 80
160 160 160
Usee.
jisec.
LOW 10 dB 80 Ms e c .  10 dB g0 usee. 10 dB 80 Ms e c .
160 160 160
CHAPTER VIII
EXPERIMENT II: RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
d' DATA:
Figures 8.1 through 8.9 illustrate the d> data of Experiment II
from each of the three subjects. Conditions of J and Sensation Level
e
are as described in Table 7.3. Each point is based on 200 trials in 
four runs of 50, with P(s) = P(n) = 0.5. As in Experiment I, data 
were truncated below d> = 3.5. This cut-off corresponds to a Percent 
Correct score of approximately 95%. The nine graphic displays are 
arranged, in sequence, by subject and SL, within subjects.
The most steeply sloping solid line functions in each figure were 
derived from data of Experiment I, representing the condition Jg = 0. 
Each solid line, in Figs. 8.1 through 8.9, is the least-squares best- 
fit to the sets of data polnta Obtained fitting parameters for each 
Experiment II function, including slope and Y-axis intercept, are 
given in Table 8.1. The fitting parameters for the Jg = 0 condition of 
Experiment I are found in Table 4.2.
Reciprocal slope is used as a descriptive parameter for all 
d' psychometric functions in this study. This is consistent with 
the predictions of the model, that all d’ psychometric functions 
will be linear, each radiating from the X/Y coordinates: 0 |isec/0 d'.
If this assumption is borne out, then slope"^ 1 coincides with the 
(jsec. value of At leading to a d* of 1.00, a generally accepted 
estimate of the JND.
Adequacy of a linear fit to these data was tested by means of 
an analysis of variance incorporated into an IBM polynomial regression
figures 8,1 - 8.9
d* At psychometric functions; J ^ 0, Solid lines are least-
e
squares best-fittings to the data points. Dashed lines are 
fittings predicted by the model. Each point represents 200 
trials. Experiment I data (Jg = 0) are included as the steep­
est functions in each figure:
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Table 8.1
Parameters of the Unweighted First-Order Least-Squares Fittings to 
the Experiment IX Data Compared With Parameters Predicted by the Model.
Subject SLS
i Fitted Predicted
Sensation J in Slope in Y-Axis Slope-In F-
Level lilec. lisec./d’ Intercept Usec./dT Ratio d.f. P.
60dB 20 25.49 -.21 21.43 10.02 9/7 <.01
' 40 31.94 +.11 29.78 1.04 9/7 NS
80 57.80 .00 50.97 2.93 8/6 NS
160 97.18 +.08 97.18 1.10 10/9 NS
40 40 38.70 +.21 34.02 1.85 6/4 NS
80 57.44 +.04 53.56 0.84 8/6 NS
160 93.02 -.13 98.56 1.01 11/9 NS
10 80 51.36 -.28 66.00 1.58 7/5 NS
160 120.77 -.03 105,84 2.33 12/10 NS
Subject KFS
40dB 20 14.02 -.01 15.83 0.86 5/3 NS
40 20.20 -.04 24.12 1.49 7/5 NS
80 39.62 -.05 43.67 1.93 7/5 NS
160 84.89 -.05 84.89 0.97 8/7 NS
20 40 32.89 +.06 33.46 0.85 5/3 NS
80 43.96 -.07 49.44 2.11 7/5 NS
160 89.05 -.01 88.00 0.84 11/9 NS
10 80 70.13 -.15 79.23 1.11 9/7 NS
160 90.83 -.28 107.59 1.16 11/9 NS
Subject JEB
60dB 40 42.05 -.15 33.59 8.23 7/5 <.05
80 68.21 -.21 62.15 4.43 10/8 <.05
160 121.65 -.08 121.65 0.99 10/9 NS
40 40 48.22 +.12 45.22 0.83 8/6 NS
80 65.92 -.15 69.13 0.99 10/8 NS
160 118.34 -.09 125.36 0.91 11/9 NS
10 80 71.84 -.20 72.05 1.76 8/6 NS
160 128.87 -.16 127.00 1.66 13/11 NS
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program. Obtained F-ratios and associated probabilities of significance 
are shown in Table 8,2. A first-order fitting appears appropriate for 
each of the 26 Experiment II functions. A similar result was reported 
in Chapter IV for the nine Experiment I functions. Examination of the 
Y-axis intercepts for all nine d' figures suggests that, as predicted 
by the model, the fitted lines pass through the origin.
In order to derive single-figure estimates of AT, unaffected by 
the minimal Y-lntercept deviations noted in Table 8.1, the Experiment 
II data were re-fitted by first degree functions weighted by a factor 
of 100 on the 0/0 coordinates, to cross the origin. This weighted- 
zero procedure (Table 8.3) effectively corrects for all Y-intercept 
chance departures from the origin.
With regard to the empirically-estimated constructs of the model:
Jiy, Ne, and E, the effect of constraining the fitted lines to pass
through the origin is minimal. However, as this is the course predicted
4
by the model for the psychometric functions, slopes on the weighted- 
zero functions are offered as more consistent single-figure estimates 
of AT. These are used subsequently in construction of the predicted 
and obtained AT./J psychophysical functions (Figs. 8.10-8.12).
J ®
By way of review, predicted slopes are estimated as follows:
ATj = [ U e2 + Jly2)/Ne % ] (5.20)
Predicted individual data points are estimated by:
d< pred - At(Ne^)/(Je2 + J ±y2 )h (5.17)
Table 8.2
Analysis of Variance for Unweighted First-Order Least-Squares Fittings to Experiment II Data Points. 
Subject SLS Subject RFS Subject JEB
dB
SL Je d.f.
F-
Ratio P.
dB
SL J
e
d.f.
F-
Ratio P.
dB
SL Je d.f.
F-
Ratio P.
60dB 20ysec. 1/7 318.79 <•001 40 dB 20ysec. 1/3 45.53 <.01 60dB
40 1/7 440.87 <.001 40 1/5 78.25 <.001 40ysec. 1/5. 171.46 <.001
80 1/6 315.51 <.001 80 1/5 505.00 <.001 80 1/8 271.52 <.001
160 1/9 281.36 <.001 160 1/7 228.65 <.001 160 1/9 74.74 <.001
40dB 40ysec. 1/4 625.24 <.001 20dB 40ysec. 1/3 132.90 <.01 40dB 40ysec. 1/6 140.66 <.001
80 1/6 79.36 <.001 80 1/5 459.34 <.001 80 1/8 187.02 <.001
160 1/9 339.74 <.001 160 1/9 300.42 <.001 160 1/9 190.60 <.001
10dB 80ysec. 1/5 118.29 <.001 lOdB 80ysec. 1/7 217.25 <.001 lOdB ROysec. 1/6 158.12 <.001
160 1/10 233.34 <.001 160 1/9 137.09 <.001 160 1/11 216.94 <.001
I5y
Table 8.3
Parameters of the Zero-Weighted First-Order Least-Squares Fitting 
to the Experiment II Data Compared with Parameters Predicted by 
the Model,
Subject SLS 
Best-Fitted Predicted------------------ j -------  j --------------------
Sensation Je. in Slope in Y-Axis Slope in F-
Level psec. psec./d1 Intercept usec./d* Ratio d.f, P
60 dB 20 27.93 -.01 21.33 8.01 9/8 <.01
40 30.39 .00 29.17 1.12 9/8 NS
80 57.74 .00 49.34 5.05 8/7 <.05
160 93.63 .00 93.65 1.00 10/10 NS
40 40 34.94 .00 33.77 1.28 6/5 NS
80 56.09 .00 51.94 1.13 8/7 NS
160 99.11 .00 95.05 1.07 11/10 NS
10 80 59.00 -.01 65.03 1.14 7/6 NS
160 123.15 .00 102.79 3.30 12/11 <.05
Subject RFS
40 dB 20 14.15 .00 15.39 1.00 5/4 . NS
40 20.52 .00 24.24 1.83 7/6 NS
80 40.37 .00 44.62 2.98 7/6 NS
160 87.18 .00 87.20 1.00 8/8 NS
20 40 31.81 .00 34.22 1.32 5/4 NS
80 45.43 .00 50.74 3.13 7/6 NS
160 89.29 .00 90.49 0.93 11/10 NS
10 80 75.47 .00 81.57 1.24 9/8 NS
160 104.06 -.01 110.76 1.00 11/10 NS
Subject JEB
60 dB 40 44.90 -.01 36.08 4.79 7/6 <.05
80 75.53 -.01 65.73 2.14 10/9 NS
160 128.04 .00 128.04 1,00 10/10 NS
40 40 45.79 .00 45.66 0.88 8/7 NS
80 71.02 .00 71.44 0.90 10/9 NS
160 125.63 .00 131.07 0.99 11/10 NS
10 80 80.19 -.01 79.15 0.91 8/7 NS
160 141.04 -.01 135.42 1.03 13/12 NS
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J is the amount of external jitter in rms (jsec.. J represents 
the empirically-based estimate of Internal noise affecting the sub­
ject's AT performance at a given SL . AT. and AT are given to repre-
y J
sent the At JND at SL where J ^ J =0, respectively. In Experiment
y e e
I, J =0, therefore: 
e
AT = (J. 2/N )% (5.28)
*y e
Transposing the above, one arrives at , the Internal noise 
estimate for SL :
y
k
J = ( AT)N (5.42)
iy e
is the empirical estimate of tne average number of pulse 
£   ^ pairs used by the subject in arriving at a YES/NO decision on the
outcome of each trial:
'f
N = J 2/(AT 2 - AT2). (5.35)
e e J
As data scatter appeared smaller at higher SL's, with Jg
(Eq. 5.35) representing the maximum jitter used in Experiment II
(160 sec.), AT is the JND for 6ach Subject at the same High SL,
J
where Jg = 0; i.e., as in Experiment I. Numerical estimates of all 
the above constructs, derived from both least squares best-fitted and 
weighted-zero fitted lines to tne data, are given in Table 8.4.
Dashed lines, in Figs. 8.1 tnrough 8.9 are tnose predicted by 
the model for each of the 26 functions obtained in Experiment II. Para­
meters of the predicted and obtained best fits are presented in
Table 8.1. The F-ratios and associated probability levels are derived 
from an analysis of variance performed to compare the first order 
least-squares best fits to the obtained points with the functional 
forms predicted by the model.
Out of 26 possible pair comparisons of obtained and predicted 
linear fittings to the functions, across three subjects, only two 
differ beyond the five percent level of significance and one pair 
differs beyond the one percent level. The last function, subject 
SLS, 60 dB, J£ = 20 ysec., is clearly asymmetrical relative to the 
orientation of other obtained functions in the High SL series. Two 
functions of subject JEB, 60 dB SL: Je = 40 ysec. and 80 ysec.,
differed at the five percent level. His predicted functions were 
steeper than the obtained.
It should be noted that the only empirical data used in pre­
dicting each subject's functions were a single value of ATj, obtained 
in Experiment II with Je = 160 ysec. at the High SL, and one value 
of AT for each of the three SL's obtained in Experiment I at the same 
SL. As a consequence, in the analyses of variance of best fit 
obtained vs. predicted fit, one degree of freedom (slope) is lost for 
three of the 26 ATj functions predicted, with no degrees of freedom 
lost for the remaining 23.
A similar analysis was performed on the weighted-zero lines 
fitted to the same data points. Reciprocal slopes of these linear 
obtained and predicted functions, are presented in Table 8.3. Analy­
sis of variance of the weighted-zero obtained vs. predicted line 
fittings to the data, revealed only four differences beyond the
five percent level. One difference is at the one percent level 
(SLS, 10 dB/ ysec.) and three at the five percent level (SLS:
60 dB/80 ysec; 10 dB/160 sec; JEB 60 dB/40 ysec). In these 
analyses, an additional degree-of-freedom is gained because the 
fitted lines are constrained to pass through the origin. It is
noteworthy that, independent of procedures for fitting lines to the
data, no statistically significant difference appears for any 
subject at the medium Sensation Level.
PSYCHOPHYSICAL FUNCTIONS; ATt/J :
J e
Using weighted-zero d' slopes  ^as estimates of AT, Figs. 8.10 
through 8.12 illustrate a comparison of obtained Al^'s with those 
predicted by the model, as f(Je). Numerical values are given in
Table 8.3. Each solid point is a ATj , based on from 1000 to 2600
individual trials. The actual number of trials per point depends 
upon declivity of the psychometric function and, consequently, the 
number of At values sampled in constructing each function. Ex­
periments I and II, combined, entailed approximately 108,000 trials 
across the three subjects.
The dashed lines, in Figs. 8.10 - 8.12, are constrained to 
cross the predicted points (Table 8.3), at each value of Jg ^ 0. 
According to the model, all such predicted psychophysical functions 
of At /J originate at the empirical value of At ; and rise to the
J  3
- * Ssame asymptotic slope: N^ . Subjects RFS and JEB appear to
provide closest approximations to the functional forms predicted 
through the model. *
16J
Figures 8.10 - 8.12
Predicted and obtained effects of Jg on AT. Open symbols
-h
are empirical estimates of Ne -*-s t i^e predicted
asymptotic slope of each function, per subject. Solid 
points represent from 1000 to 2600 trials.
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Fig. 8.11 Subject RFS 
Fig. 8.12 Subject JEB
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Assertions of the model concerning the geometric additivity of
internal (J. ) and external (J ) noise, and the growth of internal iy e
noise with decreasing SL, tend to be supported by the data. The 
interaction of and Je> affecting AT^, may be observed graphically 
(Figs. 8.10 - 8.12). As J£ grows large with respect to shown
in open symbols, it is obvious that the asymptotic slopes of the 
predicted AT /J psychophysical functions approach a constant
J  6
limiting value for each subject, Independent of Sensation Level.
In effect, the external, J^, ultimately "swamps" the internal noise, 
Jiy, totally dominating the AT discrimination performance of the 
Subject.
Treating AT /J as a "neural" Weber fraction (Stewart, 1963),
J  6
it is shown in Chapter V that the limiting slope of these psycho-
-hphysical functions is equal to the value: N& . It can be determined, 
by inspection (Figs. 8.10 - 8.12) that the predicted and obtained 
limiting psychophysical function slopes are in good agreement within 
each subject.
-kTable 8.4 presents the N estimates derived from both least 
squares best fit and weighted-zero fitted lines to the dT data.
-kValues of N appear largely independent of fitting method, as well.
£
- hThe mean value of Ng , averaged across subjects, is .61. Indivi-
—H  —1
dual Ng values, based on the weighted-zero slopes , range from
.54 and ,57, for subjects SLS and RFS, respectively, to .78 for JEB.
MODEL CONSTRUCTS, Jj :
iy
Internal noise estimates, are given for each subject by
Sensation Level in Table 8.4. Little difference appears as a
1 6
Table 8.4
Model Parameter Estimates: J-^ y, Ne and E Derived from
Experiment X and XI d! Data Fittings,
Jly - (AT) X e H  
SUBJECT
Sensation
Level SLS BPS JEB _X_
HIGH 29,8Usec. 22.4Usec. 19.5^860. 23.9ysi
(60,40,60 dB SL) *(31.3]jsec,) (20.3}isec.) (21.7ysec.) (24.4Ds<
MEDIUM 40.6 49.2 44.6 44.8
(40,20,40 dB SL) (42.1) (49.1) (41.4) (44.2)
LOW 76.3 127.0 52.1 85.1
(10,10,10 dB SL) (80.1) (127.9) (59.7) (89.2)
Ne = Je2/ (ATj2 - At2)
NA 2.80 3.62 1.76 2.73G
C3.03) (3,42) (1.59) (2 .68)
1,67 1,90 1.32 1.65
(1.74) (1.84) (1.26) (1.64)
Nels .60 .53 .76 .61
(.57) (.54) (.79) (.61)
E - (Ne/N)3s
E .37 .43 .30 .37
(.39) (.41) (.28) (.37)
*(Values derived from weighted-zero functions)
consequence of fitting procedures selected. Individual esti­
mates, derived from weighted-zero fittings, are displayed as open 
symbols intercepting Jg = 0 (Figs. 8.10 - 8.12). For noise-free 
Ideal Observers,, j is 0 at all SL's.
Upper Sensation Level internal noise values (Table 8.4) are 
in close agreement among subjects. In fact, the total range of 
empirically-derived estimates is only 10 psec. at both the High 
and Medium SL's. The range of internal noise values is considerably 
greater at the low, 10 dB, SL.
MODEL CONSTRUCTS, N :’ e
Estimates of Ng are also given in Table 8.4. This construct 
represents the average number of pulses, out of the 20 pairs availa­
ble, used by the subject in arriving at his trial-by-trial YES/NO 
AT decision. The Ideal Observer would use all 20, therefore;
N = N = 20.
eideal
Subject RFS appears most efficient, among the three, using
an average of 3.6 pulses, as estimated from the best-fit d' data.
Subject JEB is least efficient, with N =1.8. For SLS, N =2.8.e e
The estimate of N^, averaged across three subjects, is 2.7. This 
average value is the same for either best-fit or weighted-zero 
fittings to the psychometric function data.
MODEL CONSTRUCTS, E:
In Table 8.4, E is the model's efficiency construct. This 
may be construed as the ratio of improvement in AT obtained by the 
human subject, versus the Ideal Observer, both given N sample
observations to arrive at each trial-by-trial pulse train A t 
detection decision. In the model, E is defined as:
E = (B^/N)3* (5.24)
Given a background of Je> the Ideal Observer, having no internal 
noise, presents an E of 1.00. Values of E empirically derived from 
the unweighted fittings to the data of Experiments I and II range 
from .43 for subject RFS to .30 for JEB. Subject SLS presented 
an E of .37. The mean value, across three subjects, is .37, re­
gardless of procedure used to fit the data.
PERCENT CORRECT DATA:
In order to maintain consistency with the form used in reporting 
Experiment I results, Experiment II data are also plotted in Per­
cent Correct/At form in Figs. 8.13 through 8,21. Points represent 
200 trials each, P(s) = 0.5. The P(C) functions are similar in form 
to those obtained in Experiment I (Figs, 4.4 - 4.6). The general 
form of each curve is that of a negatively accelerated function, 
rising from P(C) = .50 at At = 0 through asymptote, truncated at 
P(C) ■ .95. This is consistent with predictions of the model that 
the P(C) curve represents the upper half a cumulative normal ogive, 
in the case of symmetrical a priori probabilities.
Inspection of the functions reveals the presence of reversals 
in the range from At ■» 50 psec. through 100 psec.. This finding 
was previously noted in Chapter IV for the P(C) functions obtained 
in Experiment I, where Jg = 0.
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Percent Correct At psychometric functions; JQ ^ 0. X/Y coordi­
nates are At in ysec. and IP(s|s) + P(N|n)]/2 respectively.
Figures 8.13 - 8.21
in each figure:
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HIT AND FALSE ALARM DATA:
Consistent with the method of reporting of Experiment I results, 
the data of Experiment II are presented as HIT AND FALSE ALARM ratios 
(Figs. 8.22 - 8.30), These functions represent the average values of 
P(s|s) and P(s|n) obtained by subject and Sensation Level. Data 
points represent 100 trials each. The upward, negatively accelera­
ted curves are fitted to data points obtained in response to S+ trials, 
The downward, positively accelerated functions represent S- trial 
results. The solid and dashed curves are alternated for the sake 
of clarity. Relative symmetry of these functions can be noted about 
.50 on the Y-axis.
Values of 8 ,,., the obtained decision criterion, or critical 
obt
values of likelihood ratio used by the subjects (Tables 8.5 - 8,7) 
were based on the P(s|s) and P(s[n) data (Green, et al, 1966).
As the ratio P(n)/P(s) = 1.00 for both experiments, the resulting 
optimum or Heal decision theory criterion, &0pt» is 1-00. Cri- 
terial trends noted for the subjects in Experiment I remain constant 
in Experiment II. Subjects RFS and JEB closely approximate the 8opt
of 1.00. 8 's are .93 and .97, respectively. Subject SLS
obt
yields a of 1.16. The values of averaged across both
experiments by subject, are: .95 for RFS; .97 for JEB; and 1.21
for SLS. Subject SLS appears consistently more conservative in 
her decision-making than the other two subjects in the study.
Ig2
Figures 8,22 - 8,30
HIT and FALSE ALARM At psychometric functions; Je f 0. Lower 
functions are P(s|n); upper functions are P(S|s). Experiment I 
data (Je = 0) are included as the steepest functions in each 
figure,
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Sensation
Level
HIGH 
(60 dB)
MEDIUM 
(40 dB)
LOW
(10 dB)
Table 8.5
P'obt ^or Subject SLS by Sensation Level and J£; from Experiment II Data
Je = 20 Msec• Je = 40 jjsec. Jg = 80 usee. Jg = 160 usee.
P 1.08 1,30 1.01 1.20
'P Range .99 1.03-2.20 .41-1.26 .72-2.00
3 @ 0 usee. .99 1.03 1.00 1.04
3 @ Max. usee.1.00 2.20 .41 1.35
N Points 9 9 8 11
P 1.17 1.17 1.13
P Range .83-1.93 .85-1.57 .66-2.04
3 @ 0 usee. 1.05 1.08 1.00
3 @ Max. usee. 1.93 .85 2.04
N Points 6 8 11
P 1.17 1.24
P Range .97-1.56 .81-1.88
3 @ 0 usee. .97 .93
3 @ Max. usee. 1.22 1.88
N Points 7 12
7
6
1
■Table 8.6
Sensation
Level
HIGH 
(40 dB)
MEDIUM 
(20 dB)
LOW
(10 dB)
j30bt for Subject RFS by Sensation Level and Je; from Experiment II Data
'Je = 20 usec. Je = 40 usee. Jp = 80 usee. J0 = 160 usee.
P
3 Range 
8 @ 0 usee.
8 @ Max.- usee. 
N Points
.91
.65-1.12
.99
.65
5
1.01
'.62-1.31 
1.08 
1.29 
7
.73
.30-1.03
1.03
.30
7
.95
.55-1.49
1.01
1.49
9
8
8 Range 
8 @ 0 usee.
8 @ Max. usec* 
N Points
.95
.77-1.06
1.05
.77
5
.98
.82-1.24
1.00
.82
7
.75
.34-1.00
1.00
.53
11
8 1.00 1.05
8 Range .67-1.40 .91-1.63
3 @ 0 usec. 1.00 .97
3 @ Max. usec. 1.40 1.33
N Points 9 11
Table 8,7
Sensation
Level
HIGH 
(60 dB)
MEDIUM 
(40 dB)
LOW
(10 dB)
3 0|jt for Subject JEB by Sensation Level and Je; from Experiment II Data
Je = 20 usec. Jg = 40 usec. Je = 80 Usec, Je = 160 Usec.
3 '
8 Range 
3 @ 0 usec.
3 0 Max. usec. 
N Points
1.06
.83-1.63
1.04
.83
7
1.01
.51-1.73
1.00
1.73
10
.91
.53-1.11
.99
1.05
11
3 .98 .92 .98
3 Range .63-1.63 .82-1.13 .80-1.11
3 0 0 usec. .99 i.oi .99
8 0 Max. usec. 1.00 .92 1.06
N Points 8 10 11
3 1,04 .89
3 Range .98-1.18 .54-1.17
8 0 0 usec. .98 .99
8 0 Max. usec. 1.06 .59
N Points 11 13
*6
1
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CHAPTER IX 
GENERAL APPLICATIONS OF THE MODEL
It has been demonstrated in the preceding chapter that, within 
the given experimental constraints on pulse repetition frequency 
(prf = 20) and critical stimulus duration (Xfc = 1.00 sec.), predic­
tions of AT performance in jitter, generated through the model, are 
accurate. It becomes evident that the validity of certain empiri­
cally derived constructs of the model may be examined critically by 
application to existing AT data from the reported investigations of 
others.
It may be feasible to extrapolate the statistically based time 
discrimination features of this model to monaural and diotic fre­
quency JND's»or more appropriately, Al/f or period JND's, noting 
the respective effects of jitter. Nordmark (1963) has discussed some 
analogies between pitch and lateralization phenomena. However, a 
number of factors presently preclude this test of the model's 
generality. These include the wide range of reported Al/f esti­
mates (Harris, 1952), the absence of experimental detail and critical 
differences in stimulus or jitter control in potentially relevant 
studies (Pollack, 1968c, 1968d; Cardozo, et al., 1968; Nordmark, 1970).
By construing the AT model as applicable with other binaural 
stimuli than pulse trains, viz. pure tones and noise; certain of its 
constructs and hypotheses may be evaluated. To be examined in this 
chapter are the statistical role of N; generality of the efficiency 
factor, E; and validity of the empirically derived values of SL-
dependent internal noise,
CONSTRUCTS OF THE MODEL; N:
The model predicts AT by dividing the square root of the average 
number of events or pulses per trial, used by a subject in arriving 
at his At detection decision, into the value of appropriate to 
the SL of stimulation:
AT = J, /N ** (5.28)
iy e
The efficiency factor, E, represents the degree of improvement 
in AT, obtained as a result of using multiple stimulus observations 
of average sample size Ne, relative to the Ideal Observer, who al­
ways uses N sample observations:
E = (N /N)*5 (5.24)
e
In the general case, we have:
AT = J, /E(N>£) (5.48)
where E may be considered an observer characteristic interacting 
with the degree of definition of transient interaural time cues in 
the dichotic stimulus. For example, a burst of N pulses may be used 
more efficiently than a burst consisting of N cycles of a pure tone.
A broad band of noise, with its sporadic amplitude peaks, may be more 
comparable to a pulse train than a pure tone stimulus.
_L
The model predicts that AT is proportional to N . It is obvious
-hthat AT is also proportional to Xt , critical stimulus duration,
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when frequency remains constant. Thus, the model should apply to 
AT data regardless of whether N is altered by varying stimulus dura­
tion with frequency constant, or by varying frequency with duration 
constant. A stimulus duration of 1.00 second and a 1 kHz repetition 
frequency have been arbitrarily determined as the integration 
limits for N in the model.
N; DURATION VARIED, FREQUENCY CONSTANT:
In his doctoral thesis, Zerlin (1959) reported the effects of
noise burst duration on the At JND for ongoing temporal disparity as
an isolated lateralization cue. The delay line used in Zerlin's
study preceded the binaural stimulus gate. This ruled out the other 
potential AT cues of onset and offset disparity. In the present 
study, temporal onset disparity is the sole cue. The joint effects 
of onset, ongoing, and offset disparities have been reported for 
dichotic noise burst stimuli (Tobias, et al., 1959).
Major assumptions in predicting Zerlin's (1959) data are as 
follows:
1. That the 65 dB spl of his stimulus, a 5 kHz low-pass 
filtered noise band, is comparable to the Medium 
Sensation Level in the present study. The attendent 
internal noise level, ^y» empirically estimated, 
from the present study, at 45 ysec..
2. That Zerlin's observers functioned as efficiently 
with noise stimuli as did those in the present study
with clicks. The average E is, therefore, taken as 
.37.
3. That, given Zerlin’s 5 kHz low-pass noise stimulus, 
the maximum N events possible per second is 5 kHz. 
However, the maximum N events temporally processable 
is assumed to be 1 kHz. This estimate, nominally 
within the range of periodicity pitch, is derived 
from the upper limits of A<|> perception for pure 
tones (Zwislocki, et al., 1956; Klumpp, et al., 1956).
So, when Zerlin's T (in the model, X^) is equal to
1.00 second, N = 1000. When T = 300, N = 300; etc.. 
Among these assumptions, only this third may be 
considered a "free" parameter.
Zerlin's 1959 data were graphically reconstructed, with AT 
recorded as a function of burst duration, in Fig. 9.1 and Table 9.1.
Formula 5.48, above, was applied to each value of T, or X^ with
N limited to 1000 Hz. rhe predicted and obtained data agree, within 
one )isec., down to the asymptote of his obtained psychophysical func­
tion, at a duration of 700 msec.. Allowing for the frequency limit 
set at 1 kHz, the model appears fully supported by these data.
N; FREQUENCY VARIED, DURATION CONSTANT:
No study has, to date, reported the role of pulse repetition 
frequency on AT, holding burst duration constant. The closest ap­
proximations, to which this model may apply, are the pure tone A<|>
JND studies of Zwislocki, et al. (1956) and Klumpp, et al. (1956).
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Figure 9.1
Ongoing At JND's for 5 kHZ low-pass filtered noise obtained 
by Zerlin (1959). Dashed lines represent AT values predicted 
by the model. Constants are empirically estimated from the 
present study; N is assumed limited to 1 kHZ.
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The following assumptions were made prior to an a posteriori ap­
plication of the model to their data:
1. That pure tone frequency in Hf. is commensurate with
pulse repetition frequency as a substitute for N in
the model. The limitations for statistical processing
in the model remain, as postulated, 1 kHz and a
duration, X . of one second,> t’
2. That the effective stimulus duration is 1000 msec, 
in both studies. That is, this figure is assumed as 
the limit for the temporal Integration of N. Tone 
burst duration was actually 1000 msec, for Zwislocki, 
et al., but 1400 msec, for Klumpp et al.
3. That the for the two studies corresponds to the 
Medium SL average, of 45 ijsec. from the present study. 
Pure tones were presented at 65 dB spl in both experi­
ments. This level is higher than the Medium SL for 
frequencies around 1 kHz, but less than Medium SL for 
250 Hz and 125 Hz.
4. That the efficiency estimate, E, for processing 
sine waves as At stimuli, is less than that for 
pulses or broad band noise of the same repetition 
frequency. E was estimated at .10. This is the 
only "free"parameter in the post hoc fitting of the 
Zwislocki, et al. and Klumpp, et al. data.
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Equation 5.48 was applied to the AT and pure tone frequency data 
for each study, with set to 1000 msec, and E estimated at .10. The 
obtained and predicted A<J> data were converted to equivalent AT 
values in ysec. (Table 9.2) for both studies. The model’s predicted 
AT's are presented graphically with Zwislocki, et al. and Klumpp, 
et al.'s data, in Figure 9.2.
Close agreement with the predictions of the model is found from 
250 Hz through 1 kHz. The discrepancy with Klumpp, et al's. data 
at 125 Hz may be due to 65 dB spl corresponding more to a Low Sensa­
tion Level at that frequency, with its concomitantly higher 
value, than the Medium SL. Predictions of the model, on the functional
- hform following N , are supported up to 1 kHz. The notion of E 
holding constant with frequency appears borne out as well.
N; OTHER STUDIES SUPPORTING AT PROPORTIONAL TO N :
In addition to the accurately predicted AT’s above, a number of 
other investigations may be cited to generally support the concept 
of AT proportionality to N held in the model. While not a AT 
study, an excerpt from Pollack (1968b) on jitter detection, per se, 
is reiterated:
"At low pulse frequencies, jitter thresholds are 
nearly inversely proportional to the square root 
of the number of interpulse intervals (IPI's) as 
might be expected from a statistical detection."
Figure 9.3 reproduces the AT-related data from three studies 
(Guttman, et al., 1960; Houtgast et al., 1968; Yost, et al., 1971).
The study of Guttman, et al. (1960) (Fig. 9.3a) is not strictly an
Figure 9,2
Pure tone A<f> data of Klumpp and Eady (1956) with AT values 
by the tnodel«A$ has been converted to AT (Table 9,2)
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Figure 9.3a
At data of Guttman et, al,, (1960 p. 1330) with slopes predicted
by the model. Dependence of minimum resolvable monaural interval
on cluster repetition rate and SL; average of four subjects.
Levels of 10, 20, and 40 dB are curve parameters. All three
pulses have equal intensity. Click doublet is delivered to one
ear; single probe click to the other. 6tm is the shortest interval
in which veridical fusion between S and S„ occurred. The dotted
P 2
- hline is the function contour proportional to N
Figure 9.3b
AT data of Yost, et. al,, (1960 p. 1330) with slopes predicted by 
the model. AT in psec,, plotted as a function of number of pulse 
repetitions, with a basic prf of 50/sec,; 1 msec, duration clicks. 
Circles represent a high-pass click (2-10 kHZ); the triangles, a 
low-pass click (4-500 Hz). Data are an average of 3 subjects. 
Dotted line slope is proportional to
Figure 9.3c
AT data of Houtgast, et. al., (1968 p. 810) with slopes predicted 
by the model. AT in usec. for 500 Hz octave band noise burst as 
a function of duration, AT; two subjects. Dotted line represents 
the slope for 0(1^) = Constant,
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The thin dashed line represents a general slope proportional to N 
as predicted by the model.
Houtgast, et al. (1968) investigated AT for an octave band of 
gated white noise, centered about 500 Hz, both in quiet and in a 
background of uncorrelated but similarly filtered noise. The back­
ground noise was spatially offset by a constant 400 ysec. delay. 
Concerning their own predicted outcome, they state (1968, p. 810):
"The lateral position perceived is considered 
to be built up by averaging many distinct in­
formation units, each subject to statistical fluctuations 
introduced by both the masking noise and the 
internal noise. This would imply that the accuracy 
of the lateral position increases with signal 
duration, T, as long as T is below the time constant 
involved in the averaging process..If the infor­
mation units contribute equally to the average, with 
no discrimination between the onset and ongoing 
part of the signal, one would expect the inaccuracy 
of the lateral position, expressed by a , to be 
proportional to l/v^ fT"
These predictions seem supported by their data (Fig. 9.3b) 
for the noise signal-in-noise condition, but not as well in quiet.
The apparent reason for the less-than-Xt improvement in AT with 
stimulus duration may be the fact that Houtgast, et al., in contrast 
with Zerlin (1959), gated their stimulus prior to the delay line.
This procedure would incorporate not only ongoing temporal disparity 
in the stimulus but onset and offset cues as well. The last two
cues may be masked in poorer signal-to-noise ratios. The authors 
conclude (1968, p. 812):
"For low S/N ratios, the influence of signal 
duration on the accuracy can be understood 
bn a statistical basis; i.e. the accuracy is 
proportional to the square root of signal 
duration (up to at least 700 msec.). For 
high S/N ratios, the influence of signal 
duration on the accuracy is less than would 
be expected on the statistical basis. This 
can be understood by assuming that the onset 
of the signal contributes much more to the 
lateral position perceived than the ongoing 
does (onset effect)."
The maximum integration time estimated from Fig. 9.3b is 
actually closer to 1 second. This is consistent with Zerlin's (1959) 
asymptote of 700 msec. (Fig. 9.1). Bekesy (1929; see also 1960, 
p.222) reported no improvement in pure tone pitch discrimination for 
durations longer than 1 second. The duration limit for integration 
of N is arbitrarily set to 1 second in the model. The internal 
noise estimate, empirically derived by Houtgast, et al., from their 
1968 data, is presented below.
Yost, et al. (1971), in their AT study, presented one msec.
clicks, at a 50 pps rate, low-pass-filtered between 4 and 500 Hz
or high-pass-filtered between 2 and 10 kHz. Stimuli were presented
in a wide band noise background of 20 dB spectrum level. For the
latter filtered condition (Fig. 9.3c) as N clicks vary from 1 to
64, AT improves from 180 ysec. to 20 ysec.. The resultant functional
~hform is accurately predicted by N , For the low-pass condition, AT 
hovers around 20 ysec., decreasing from 25 ysec. for N * 1 to 18 ysec.
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for N = 64, nonmontonically. While the clicks, both high- and low-pass^
were equated in energy with a 70 dB spl sinusoid, discrepancies in
SL between the two conditions may be partially responsible for the
difference in slopes of these two psychophysical functions.
Finally Klumpp and Eady, (1956) , report a AT of 28 psec.
using a single unfiltered 1 msec, click. (Fig. 1.1b) When the
stimulus was changed to a 2 second burst of 15 clicks per second,
AT falls to 11 ysec.. Assuming a one second duration as the /
limit for statistical processing of At stimuli, the model predicts a
-h
AT of 7,3 ysec.. This is equivalent to N clicks when N = 15.
N -is; A "NEURAL" WEBER FRACTION: e ’
The concept of the "neural" Weber fraction is discussed in 
Chapter V. Data are presented in Chapter VIII to support the model's 
predictions of the AT /J psychophysical functions. The potentially
*J 6
relevant results of a pilot experiment performed by Nordmark in the 
early 1960's (Nordmark, 1971), were reported (Nordmark, 1970) after 
completion of this present study (Fig. 9.4). Details of the exper­
iment are lacking in publication. In the present study, the maximum
-hlimiting slope of the AT /J psychophysical function, N , is
J G 6
.79 for subject JEB. The slope of Nordmark’s comparable function, 
obtained on two subjects, is on the order of 2.50. Dr. Nordmark 
has noted (1971) that his stimulus and jitter generation conditions 
may not have been entirely free of artifacts.
Additionally, the apparent coincidence of the jitter effects on 
both 1/f and At JND's could result, according to the present model,
Figure 9.4
Data of Nordmaric (1970, p. 75) on the effects of degree of 
randomness (SD) on the Just Noticeable Differences in time 
for pulse train pitch and lateralization.
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*
if differing pulse periods were used for the pitch and lateralization 
experiments. The model predicts that an increase in pulse repetition 
frequency, with X^ . remaining constant, results in shallower slopes 
of the AT^Je psychophysical function. In the absence of experimental 
detail, Nordmark’s data .cannot be analyzed in light of the model.
J, ESTIMATES IN THE LITERATURE:
iy;
Table 9.3 presents internal time noise estimates derived, through 
various means, by other investigators. It should be noted that 
Pollack (1968b), quoted in Chapter VI, indicated that he could not 
empirically estimate internal noise on the basis of his jitter detec­
tion studies.
The empirically derived values of both Cardozo (1970), and 
Smoorenburg (1970), are basically inconsistent with the present re­
search findings and the model. The model assumes that J is 
independent of istimulus frequency and increases with decreasing Sen­
sation Level. Both Cardozo and Smoorenburg ascribe no SL-dependence 
to demonstrating that it increases with decreasing pulse frequency.
Based on their 1968 data, Houtgast and Plomp derive an empirical 
estimate of the statistical inaccuracy in a centrally projected 
lateralization "stimulation pattern". The statistical inaccuracy 
is analogous to J . With no mention of the possible influence of 
Sensation Level, they estimate internal noise at 110 ysec.. This 
figure is comparable to that obtained for the Low SL of the present 
study.
Finally, as an arbitrary fitting constant to his Equalization- 
Cancellation model, Durlach (1963) chooses a single value of 105
Table 9.3
INVESTIGATOR
1) Durlach
2) Houtgast, 
et. al.
3) Cardozo
4) Smoorenburg
Estimates Of Internal Temporal Noise In The Literature.
DATE METHOD EXPERIMENT FEATURES
1963 150 |isec.(Bint)
1968 110 usee.(Bin,)
1970 800 nsec./50 Hz
80 |jsec./100 Hz 
25 (jsec./200 Hz 
15 |jsec./400 Hz
1970 70 |jsec./200 Hz
35 nsec./400 Hz
*(Monaural),
Es timated
fitting
constant
A Posteriori
Empirical, AT for 
calculated filtered 
noise
Empirical, AJe for 
calculated clicks in 
amplitude 
noise
Empirical, Af for 
(calculated?)filtered 
clicks
Independent of SL and frequency; 
used in EC model together with an 
internal amplitude-noise constant.
Independent of SL and frequency; 
computed for a statistical model.
Dependent on prf; Independent of 
SL, computation assumes ortho­
gonality of amplitude and time 
noise in the same system.
Dependent on prf; Independent of 
SL, details not published.
'4-\
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[jsec., independent of stimulus parameters to represent the rms time 
error in a single channel. This leads to a value of 150 ysec. for 
the combined binaural error. Concerning the validity of this estimate, 
Durlach (1963 , p. 1218), himself says:
"In the writers opinion, however, the overwhelming 
evidence is that the relevant comparison figure is 
on the order of 5 to 40 ysec...The value [150 ysec.] 
appears to be about an order of magnitude larger 
than the corresponding jnd."
The empirically derived J estimates of the present study not 
only meet Durlach's standards, above, but may be intuitively per­
ceived as correct by noting the points of inflection in the psycho­
physical AT_/J functions presented in Chapter VIII, (Figs. 8.10 -J £
8.12).
J. : RELATION TO SENSATION LEVEL:
iy
Empirical estimates of J^y> derived through the model and based 
on data of the present study, indicate a growth in internal noise 
with decreasing Sensation Level. Lower limits of J are reached at 
those SL’s where a minimum AT is achieved. This basic trend is 
supported by the data of Pollack (1969b) concerning the effect of 
pulse amplitude level upon jitter detection. (Fig. 9.5a).
In order to assess the relative magnitude of J growth with 
decreasing SL, the model was applied, a posteriori, to another 
section of the previously cited study by Zwislocki et al. (1956). 
Their findings (Fig. 9.5b) illustrate the effect of SL on the A(j> JND 
for a 500 Hz sine wave. Their data were graphically extrapolated at
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Figure 9.5a
Data of Pollack (1971, p. 1023) on the effect of pulse amplitude 
upon diotic jitter thresholds. The parameter of each curve is 
IP1 upon which jitter was introduced. Thresholds based on 14 
listeners.
Figure 9.5b
Data of Zwislocki, et. al. (1956, p. 861) as a function of 
SL at 500 Hz. Closed circles in the lower part of the figure 
indicate the means of 6 subjects. Vertical bars in lower part 
of the figure give the absolute standard deviation; those in 
upper part give the standard deviation relative to the mean.
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three Sensation Levels, 10, 30, and 50 dB. Prior to determination 
of their internal noise levels, the following assumptions were made:
1. That the selected levels were equivalent to the
Low, Medium, and High SL's of the present study.
2. That E remains .10, as postulated for the pre­
dicted of Zwislocki, et al's. and Klumpp, et al's.
pure tone At values.
3. That N = 500 for a one second duration, 500 Hz tone.
The A<j> JND's, averaged over 6 subjects, were converted to 
AT's in ysec. and inserted into formula 5.49:
Jiy = AT [Edfa] (5.49)
Results are given in Table 9.4. Internal noise estimates, 
empirically derived from their JND's are: 124 ysec. for the Low
SL; 62 ysec. for the Medium; and 37 ysec. for the High. These 
internal noise levels are slightly larger than the mean values of 
obtained for comparable SL's in the present study. However,
Table 9.4 presents for comparison the largest individual 
estimates, from Table 8.4. Agreement is easily within the same 
order of magnitude for each of the three SL's.
Table 9.4
Predicted J^y Values For 500Hz A0 Data Of Zwislocki And Feldman (1956). 
f = 500 Hz; Xt = 1.0 sec.; n = 6 subjects; E estimated @ .10
Jiy = AT [E(N)%]
SL AT (Jiv) obtained (J-Nr) predicted from: Exp. II subject & SL
50 dB 3° 17 }isec. 37 jjsec.
jr. . . .  T
30 jjsec. SLS, 60 dB
30 5 28 62 49 RFS, 20
10 10 56 124 127 RFS, 10
ro
c\j
e;
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CHAPTER X 
SUMMARY
The study Is reported in two parts. In Experiment I, detail­
ed psychometric functions of At detectability for a 20 pps train of 
pulses were obtained from each of three subjects at three represen­
tative SL's. A YES/HO psychophysical procedure was used in an AXA 
paradigm. Obtained functions of d' as f(At) are least-squares best- 
fitted by lines intersecting the origin, suggesting an underlying 
normal distribution of errors. Slopes decrease systematically with 
intensity. Estimates of the At JND for periodicity-stable stimuli 
(AT) range from 11, 17 and 18 ysec. at the High SL to 46, 47, and 
69 ysec. at the Low (10 dB) SL, respectively.
HIT and FALSE ALARM data were used to generate a posteriori 
estimates of the critical values of likelihood ratio (30jjt) held by 
the subjects in arriving at At detection decisions. Results con­
firm their ability to approximate closely and maintain the constant 
optimum decision criterion (6opt = 1.00) characteristic of a Max­
imum Percent Correct Observer.
A model is proposed for At detection. With criterial in­
adequacy effectively ruled out, for the present study, as a sig­
nificant limiting factor in AT performance, two other constructs 
are implicated. The first is internal noise (J^y)> an inherent 
temporal instability which increases with decreasing intensity of 
stimulation. The internal temporal variance (J^y2) is additive
with any external temporal variance (Jg2) in the stimulus. The 
second factor is an inability of the human observer to integrate 
At information fully across N pulses given in a train of duration 
Xt< Rather,he functions in a statistical manner, basing decisions 
on some average number of multiple observations of the stimulus less 
than N, viz. . It is further postulated that is a constant 
proportion ( E 2) of 19 , independent of intensity.
Considering the pulse train At observation as if taken 
from a sampling distribution of sample size Ne, the At JND where 
Jg 4 0 (ATj) is given in the model by:
ATj = [(Je3+ Jly3)/Ne]*
In Experiment II, controlled rms external temporal instabil­
ity (Je) is introduced into the stimulus periodicity in values of 
20, 40, 80 and 160 usee. rms. AT psychometric functions are ob-•J
tained from three subjects at three SL’s. Results show an increase 
in ATj with increasing Je similar to that noted as a function of 
decreasing SL when Jg = 0.
Constructs of the model are empirically assigned values as 
follows:
Ne = Je2/ (AT/- AT2),
where both AT and At are obtained at SL , the latter in J . Then,
J y e *
Jly = (AT) Ne .^
SL-dependent values of J^y ranged from an average of 24 ysec.
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at the High SL to 89 jisec. at the 10 dB SL. Performance may be 
predicted for combinations of At and at SL ;
d'pced = At <»84>/ « ea+ Jly,>%
The efficiency of the Human Observer, relative to the Ideal 
Observer, is given as:
E = (Ne/N)%
In general, AT may be predicted for binaural stimuli, nominally of 
repetition rates below 1 kHz and durations less than 1 sec.
AT = Jly/E(N^)
With parameters empirically estimated from the experiment, 
the model is applied, post hoc, to the AT data of Zwislocki and 
Feldman (1956) and Klumpp and Eady (1956) for pure tones and of 
Zerlin (1959) for noise; et. al.
Validity of the empirically determined values of Jjy and E, 
as well as the proportionality AT to N"%, appear supported in the 
model. It is shown further that the asymptotic slope of the psycho­
physical function ATj/Je is independent of stimulus intensity and 
may be approximated closely by Ne"^ ,
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